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Salinas center Easy does it
could provide
SJSU classes
By Vic Vogler
Daily start writer
Students in Monterey, San Benito
and Santa Cruz counties will be able
to attend SJSU classes in Salinas if a
proposed satellite campus is included in Gov. Deukmejian’s January budget.
With the support of local politicians and SJSU. the Salinas Chamber of Commerce has pushed since
1984 for an off-campus center so
upper-division and graduate students
can avoid the long commute to San
Jose. The counties are part of
SJSU’s service area, which also includes pans of San Mateo County.
The proposed center would complement the area’s three community
colleges. Students could complete
their bachelor’s or master’s degrees
through SJSU without driving to San

SJSU
student
hurt in
brawl

Jose.
The round-trip commute from Salinas, for example, is 140 miles.
Driving to the nearest university.
UC-Santa Cruz, takes 45 minutes.
But the four-year effort to establish the satellite may continue if
Deukmejian doesn’t budget the necessary $600,000 for it. Proposition
98, which establishes a minimum
level of funding for public schools
and community colleges, was approved by voters in November and
may limit funds for the satellite.
"The Governor could argue, and
rightfully so. that they have to spend
more money on K through 12," said
Bob Drake, part of the Chamber of
Commerce committee that started
the drive for the satellite. "After
See SALINAS, back page

By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer

Backpack thefts
on the upswing
By Sallie !Mattison
Daily staff writer
Students who bring their hooks to
campus to study for finals should be
aware of thieves who want to cash in
on them.
The buy-back value of textbooks
tempts thieves to steal books from
backpacks. according to University
Police Lt. Shannon Maloney.
Maloney said backpack thefts on
campus are more common at the beginning and end of a semester.
"Backpacks are generally taken
for the books they contain," he said.

"People will take the books and try
to return them to the bookstore for
money."
Reports of stolen books and backpacks increase at the end of the semester during the buy -hack period.
Maloney said.
The Spartan Bookstore is ready
for the possible increase in backpack
crime.
Thefts from Spartan Bookstore
cubbyholes in front of the registers
have decreased significantly over the
last year and a half, according to
See BACKPACK, hack page

Kathleen Howe

Raider Jensen, a graduate student studying chem.
, isolates organic compounds in his chemistry.

Students respond to helmet issue
Some students
want choice,
not mandatory
helmet law
By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
The motorcycle helmet issue has
becom7 more than a question of individual safety hut one of personal
freedom.
And even with the recent serious
motorcycle accident involving Gary
Busey, a well-known actor and opponent of mandatory helmet laws,
students at SJSU appear to favor the
right to chteise rather than government control.
Kyle Wanshaffe, a junior majoring in aviation, believes that some
government restriction should apply
to motorcyclists.
"My stepfather thinks the only
thing that should be mandatory is
eye protection. and I think he’s
right," he said.
Wanshaffe, who commutes on his
small Honda motorcycle daily, believes that even though his helmet
may have protected him from injury
during one mishap a year ago the
choice should still be up to the individual.
"Each person has to be responsible for himself," he added.
Wanshaffe’s opinion was echoed
by Daniel Ichige, a senior majoring
in administration of justice who also
opposes mandatory helmet laws.
"Basically, 1 think that mandatory

Daily staff photographer

class, winding down the last week of instruction
this semester. Finals begin Dec. 12.

An exchange of words, and fists,
resulted in surgery for an SJSU student Saturday morning.
Brian Morrison, 22. a senior majoring in finance, underwent surgery
hours after his jaw was broken during a fight at a local 7 -Eleven.
"I never even saw the person who
hit me," mumbled Morrison, whose
jaw is wired shut for six weeks.
According to UPD It. Shannon
Maloney. Morrison and some
friends pulled up to the 7 -Eleven at
Sixth and San Salvador streets at
about 2:30 a.m. Saturday. When
Morrison got out of the car. he noticed two feet sticking out of a white
Datsun 280ZX parked nearby.
Bob Carrie, an SJSU student who
was at the scene, said Morrison
walked over to see what was going
on. The people in the car made some
comments to Morrison and words
were exchanged as he walked toward
the store.
That’s when four men got out of
the Datsun and surrounded Morrison
in front of the 7-Eleven, Carrie said.
As Morrison’s friends stepped out
of the car to help, three of the men
blocked them from getting to Morrison.
"They were all big." Carrie said.
"They told us not to move, and we
didn’t."
The police report listed descriptions of three of the men as being
over 6’ tall and between 180-220
lbs.
According to Carrie, some pushing was involved before the four
men started walking back to the car.
That’s when Morrison made a comment that triggered a second fight.
"He said ’you guys didn’t hurt
See BRAWL, back page

Helps the needy

KSJS helps promote
Christmas food drive
By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer

He wanted to help needy families
at Christmas time.
Raffi Nalvarian, sales manager for
SJSU’s campus radio station KSJS.
decided "to take the hull by the
horns and just do it.
Nalvarian helped set up a one day
food drive which will take place on
Dec. 23.
KSJS. P.W. Supermarkets. and
Loaves and Fishes Family Kitchen
will join forces to gather canned
goods to be distributed on Christmas
Day.
"We will be working outside the
supermarkets, announcing over the
air, and promoting that if you would
like to come down and donate, you
can," Nalvarian said.
Four area P.W. stores are panic paling in the seven -hour event. People can donate food right outside the
stores.
On -site donation is simplest, Nalvarian said, because people don’t
have
to take the extra step of delivEric Lindley
Daily staff photographer
ering the food. Since they’re already
Daniel Ichige, an administration of justice major, helmet issue gained attention after actor Gary Busey
at the supermarket, they can just buy
something and drop it in the box, he
leaves SJSU on his motorcycle without a helmet. The crashed his motorcycle without wearing one.
said.
"This is the first drive of this
met use by all motorcycle riders was
is a harsh word. The law would just he lost control of his Harley Davidvetoed by Gov. George Deukmejian magnitude we’ve ever done," Nalbe the start of more government con- son and crashed, hitting his head on
varian said. "The entire KSJS staff
a curb. Busey was not wearing a hel- earlier this year.
trol." lchige said.
"Things like (Busey’s accident) met. Ironically, he opposed helmet
The Los Angeles Times reported is really behind this thing."
Staff members hope to collect
happen all the time. He is well laws that would have required him to in an interview with a police detecknown, that’s why he got the spot- be wearing a helmet at the time of tive in Culver City, where the acci- over 3,500 pounds of food to deliver
the accident.
light."
dent occured. that if Busey had been to Loaves and Fishes, a non-profit
A hill calling for mandatory helBuses was seriously injured when
See HELM FT, hack page organization located at 389 E. Santa

’This is the first
drive of this
magnitude we’ve
ever done’
Raft!
Nalvarlan,
KSJS sales manager
Clara Street.
Ramona Martinez, the executive
director for Loaves and Fishes, said
all donations would be appreciated.
Loaves and Fishes plans to serve
around 400 people on Christmas Day
and to give out 100 food baskets.
"We would welcome anything.
especially fruit and vegetables,"
Martinez said, "We have a real
shortage of baby food, baby formula
and diapers. These are the kinds of
things we don’t have money for in
the budget."
The busy holiday shopping atmosphere should be a big help to the
collection effort, according to Ed
Vargas, a P.W. grocery buyer.
"These kinds of food drives have
been very successful in the past,"
Vargas said.
Nalvarian said KSJS would like to
do more for the community.
"We’re working on being more
active with the school, to put to use
the resources we do have," he said.
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Real life isn’t always rosy
William Saroyan, the beloved author of
"The Time of Your Life" and other books
is said to have frequently gotten angry and
terrorized his children. His books were a
celebration of human life, while his own life was a
testimony of frustration and cruelty.
There are many people on this campus who
would like us at the Spartan Daily to be Saroyans.
It’s fine if we are surrounded by conflict and pain,
but they object if we write about it in any real
sense.
Yesterday I wrote a story about a dormitory
resident who punched his roommate and sent him to
the hospital. The roommate called before press time
and begged me not to write the story because he
thought it would make him look bad.
I told him I did not think the story would, and
told him I quoted experts who said such altercations
between roommates are relatively normal.
"Fine," he said. "I can tell I’m getting
nowhere with you. I only wish you would write
about more significant issues rather than picking on
people with these petty incidents."
"More significant issues?" I wondered. "Am I
supposed to write about world hunger and the arms
race for a college newspaper?"
As a reporter I encountered other people who
objected to me writing the truth if it involved them.
Some students approached me last winter and
told me there were problems in the residence halls.
Repairs to their rooms were slow and they felt
powerless against the housing administration, they
said.
I interviewed 250 residents and wrote what they
had to say. A small group of resident advisers
objected to the stories because they thought they
were portrayed in a bad light. They told me I should
have taken a more positive approach to the stories.

A traveling man
is what lam

pssasos-pai
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Campus Voice
Campus needs free-speech talks
By Roy Young
Roy Young is a professor of political science at
SJSU.
Freedom of speech may be one of the most important
civil rights in the United States. Civil rights are so valued
that the U.S. government enacted laws to punish those
who violate the civil rights of others. Those laws were
passed to protect the legal rights of all persons, but particularly blacks. Today it is ironic to find free speech at
SJSU threatened by some persons, including blacks.
Witness two recent events on campus.
Alleged racial remarks at a Dukakis rally generated
complaints that protested what were considered offensive words. The most recent occurrence was an objection
to art displayed in the Art Building, ending with destruction of the allegedly racist exhibition. Therefore, not
only was personal property destroyed, a violation of California law, but the artist’s civil rights were violated. a
far more significant act.
It certainly seems time for the University community
to think more carefully about the meaning of free speech.
Some might be surprised to learn that courts generally
consider freedom of speech more important than the
rights of persons who may be offended by what they believe lobe racist words.
Among the many U.S. Supreme Court cases involving free speech, two are particularly relevant to these incidents. They are Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969) and the
Skokie cases in the late 1970s.
Brandenburg reversed the conviction of the leader of
a Ku Klux Klan group. Dressed in Klan regalia in a film
broadcast on the local television station and on a national
network, he made a speech which included the words,
"Personally, I believe the nigger should be returned to
Africa, the Jew to Israel." Even though weapons were
carried by some persons listening. the Court majority
said that a government may not "forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except
where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing
imminent lawless action or is likely to incite or produce
such action." Now law can "punish mere advocacy"
and "forbid, on pain of criminal punishment, assembly
with others merely to advocate the described type of action." It certainly seems that saying that a person "gc
back to Mexico" or "speak English," calling someone a
"welfare loafer" or "taco-kakis lover" are protected
under this reasoning.
Skokie. an Illinois city with many Jewish residents,
prohibited the National Socialist Party from doing cer-

tam things. Forbidden were "parading in the uniform"
of the Nazi Party. "displaying the swastika," and distribution of any materials "which (intentionally) promotes
and incites hatred against persons by reason of their race,
national origin, or religion." A federal appellate court
opinion, not overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court,
held the Skokie ordinances unconstitutional. Confirmed
was a federal district court’s reasoning that "it is better
to allow those who preach racial to expend their venom
in rhetoric rather than to be panicked into embarking on
the dangerous course of permitting the government to decide what its citizens may say or hear."

Those offended by certain
words need to recognize the
necessity of free speech.
These are not easy issues to resolve. Important interests and values are reflected by those who favor freedom
of speech and those who are insulted by certain words.
That may be an extremely wise approach. Does anyone really want President Fullerton or the Academic Senate proscribing what words may be uttered on this campus? What about religious speakers who are upset when
anti -religious comments are made about their views?
What about those persons who find offensive the words,
"Vote for Michael Dukakis"? What about a group
which objects to a poster of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
being displayed in the Art Building?
The meaning of free speech already is being taught in
departments of Political Science, Communications Studies. and Journalism/Mass Communications. But having a
campus conference, sponsored by President Fullerton,
the Academic Senate, and the A.S. Government, could
encourage vigorous debate about this important value. If
nothing else, some campus members might learn to be
more prudent about using words which, even if constituionally protected, may not contnbute very much to
campus dialogue. Of course, they also might learn that
they have tremendous freedom in their choice of words.
Similarly, those offended by certain words need to recognize the necessity of free speech. Permitting others a
great deal of latitude may help in protecting your freedom to say words that offend persons.
1991 is the 200th anniversary of the Bill of Rights. A
campus conference on free speech would be an excellent
way to begin our celebration of this significant event.

does one write a positive story about
How
dorm windows that remain broken for a year
and a half and resident directors who room
vehement non-smokers with heavy smokers?
One of the resident advisers, someone I have
known for years, calls me "Jimmy Olsen" and
"sensationalist" when I see him. He would never
admit to his colleagues that he gave me one of my
longest and most detailed interviews for the stories.
He asked me not to print his name, but said he
thought it was very important that I write the
stories.
People who object to stories written about them
simply because they are true frequently tell me they
understand journalistic ethics. But they also
frequently cite higher values.
"I know you are only trying to do your job,"
they say. "I know people have a right to know. But
YOU just have to understand
The roomrnAte’sderiniuld that I write about
"more significant issues" is just one such appeal.
Another often -cited reason people ask that a story
be held is that it will "ruin someone’s life." Now,
the truth can be hard to face, especially on a
newspaper’s grand scale. But if someone is hiding
information that could ruin them, what does that
say about their life?
People say they don’t deserve to have their
names "dragged through the mud." Like the
resident adviser, they accuse journalists of
sensationalizing when they are simply telling the
truth.
How can people be so afraid of the truth? Do
they face the truth about themselves, but refuse to
let other people see that side of them?
Journalists may be partly to blame. Many
people in the field write nothing but public
relations. They condition readers and sources to
expect nothing but glowing profiles. Every story
features a new hero fighting a faceless villain.
Working moms fight sexism. Brave young people
fight cancer. Reformed alcoholics reveal their grim
pasts.
These reporters never write stories about moms
who abandon their kids, or young people who shoot
each other, or alcoholics who rob liquor stores.
Those stories are real. They involve pain.
People are villains as well as heroes.
I have immense respect for hardnosed reporters
who do not shy away from real stories. We have
had some on staff this semester of whom I am
extremely proud.
It is easy to write a story that makes a source
look good. It is sometimes very difficult to write
the truth. Sometimes it is as hard to write the truth
as it is to have it written about you. It is a tough
responsibility. Sometimes it makes you feel lousy
about the world and about yourself.
But it is better than going home at night and
beating your children.
Reality will always peek through our
expenence. In journalism, if not in life, ills far
better to face it squarely.
Jeff Elder has been the City Editor.

Letter to the Editor

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you
have an interest in politics or social issues? Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Then consider having your work published in the Spartan Daily this semester.
The entire campus can enjoy your work
and you’ll have the chance to voice your
beliefs on the Forum Page.
Regular contributors can even sign up
It) earn university credit.
Anyone interested in contributing either political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a case by-case basis, contact either Denise Zapata, spring semester editor in chief, or
Leah Pels, spring semester Forum Page
editor at 924-3280.

Elder Skelter

Jeff
Elder

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications
Since 1934

I hase an incurable disease. It’s called wanderlust.
Something happens to me every time I hear a
train whistle in the distance. I remember the summer nights as a kid when I’d lie on my bed and listen to the rumble of the I I p.m. train passing
through the nearby railway crossing.
I’d dream of sneaking to the old Hollister depot.
climbing into a car when no one was looking and
leaving my hometown forever to see the world.
A couple of times I
did go down to the
depot. Watching the
yardsmen load the cars,
my courage always
failed me. I never got
the nerve to board a
freight car and be a
traveling bum.
Its a cruel disease,
wanderlust. A victim
like myself is always
restless, always wantMartin Cheek
ing to be somewhere
else. I can never sit
still. The world is a busy place, full of wonderful
things to do, and I want to do a lot. I’m always
looking for adventure.
Sometimes I’ll bike to the San Jose Greyhound
Station and sit in the waiting room that reeks of cigarette smoke.
The buses come in, let their passengers out and
take in another load for exciting road voyages to
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salinas and Fresno.
The station offers a wealth of character studies:
the nuns, the hookers, the sailors, the business people. the Jehovah’s Witnesses distributing their
"Watchtowers." I watch the parade of passengers,
amazed by humanity.
Wanderlust will suddenly strike again and I’ll
go back to my bike to cycle around the city, wandering aimlessly.
I guess I inherited the disease from my ancestors, pioneers who voyaged from England to make
a home in the American wilderness. They were a
restless breed, constantly moving west, never satisfied with where they were.
I think their exploration has something to do
with survival. Complacent people are doomed to
die of stagnation.
Often I get bored with home, get in my car and
just go driving. I don’t have the vaguest idea where
I’m going. but I usually find myself in interesting
places, like the hills of New Almaden Quicksilver
Mines or the winding roads in San Jose’s western
mountains.
Occasionally, wanderlust forces me to drive to
the San Jose International Airport and watch the
planes land. I see them descend, filled with people
who an hour ago were boarding their planes in L.A.
In the passenger lounge. I watch the excited
greetings as relatives meet after a long parting. I
observe the business people who are so used to
traveling that their wanderlust has dried up. I’ve
even fantasized about going to an airline ticket
counter and saying, "Give me a ticket to anywhere."
Once I drove along Highway 1 south of Cannel
and stopped at one of the vista points to look out at
the ocean. In the distance was a freighter, slowly
moving along the horizon of the silver sea.
The memory of Jack London’s tale "The Sea
Wolf" filled my heart and I felt a hunger in my soul
to one day spend a summer on a freighter. I promised myself that after graduation I would spend a
couple of months working on a merchant ship. I
hope I keep that promise.
Perhaps wanderlust is one of the reasons I became a journalism major. A newspaper is the perfect place for people blessed with wanderlust. Reporting is exciting work because you never know
where it’s going to take you.
I consider myself fortunate to have this incurable wanderlust. It’s led me to many interesting
places and allowed me to meet colorful, eccentric
people. Wanderlust lets me see a world filled with
wonders
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Mistakes lead to a bad reputation
Editor,
It was a Wednesday. I was walking back to my car
with my friend when I was approached by a reporter for
the Spartan Daily. He asked if I would kindly reply to a
very controversial question concerning Yasser Arafat.
He specifically stated that if I didn’t understand what he
was talking about to be on my way, inferring that I was
probably ignorant. I answered the question quite skillfully and had my picture taken to appear in the Talking
Heads section of the highly respected Spartan Daily
(Thursday. Dec. 1).
Overcome with emotion at my verbal gymnastics.
my friend Elizabeth was unable to speak. Her reaction
made me wonder about the effect on the rest of the students. My night was spent psyching up for the cheers and
adoration I would receive upon my arrival on campus in
the morning. Sleep was difficult so I rehearsed an impromptu speech in order to quell future demands for
more pearls of wisdom.
I awoke early the next morning and got ready as fast
as possible. I rushed to the campus where I would soon
he a recognized political genius. Running to the nearest
Spartan Daily dispenser I grabbed a copy and quickly

opened to the Talking Heads section. To my dismay, I
could not see my picture. "I have been robbed," I cried.
I looked again to see if a mistake had been made. The
picture of me was not there, yet my eye was caught by
what looked like my name. Sure enough, there it was,
Kevin Eck, sophomore, Public Relations. "Boy, I must
take a lousy picture," I said aloud. "I don’t even look
like myself." Upon closer inspection. I realized it wasn’t
me
I was amazed that some guy with the same name had
answered the question exactly as I had. "What a coincidence," I thought.
Maybe he was masquerading as me. Apparently impressed with my thought process he was going to try to
steal my thunder. I guessed that he had slyly slipped his
picture in place of mine and at this very moment was
reaping the adulation of the students of SJSU. "That
must have been it," I thought. The Daily would never
have made such a ghastly error.
Yet, I remembered a certain front-page photo showing a group of Theta Chi fraternity members cheering at
a Spartan football game and the caption reading, "Members of Sigma (’hi fraternity cheer for the Spartan football team. I was amazed as was the rest of the house

that we had all been in the wrong fraternity’s house. We
were under the impression that we were in Theta Chi. I
know that the gentlemen of Sigma Chi were trying to figure out how in the same day’s edition they suddenly became a sorority. I believe it was a picture of the little sisters of Sigma Chi at their Homecoming street fair booth,
but the caption with the photo said something like, "The
ladies of Sigma Chi sorority give backrubs."
My message to you at the Spartan Daily is this: if you
are unsure of your facts, then you have no right to report
the news. One mistake on a more serious issue could cost
the Daily in many ways. I work for Channel 11 and believe me, in a professional news organization these mistakes are simply not tolerated. Integnty and respect are
difficult things to attain. Once lost they may never be regained. Look at how certain campus organizations are
treated. One mistake by a few can cause loss of respect
for all. As a concerned student I ask you to be more careful in the future. It was funny the first couple of times,
but a repeat performance may not be so easy to overlook.
Kevin Eck
Sophomore
Public Relations
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Bush may appoint Dole to post
WASHINGTON (API - President-elect George Bush has yet to
name a woman to a senior post but
he was meeting Tuesday with Cabinet veteran Elizabeth Dole, considered a strong candidate for a top
job in the new administration.
Bush and Mrs. Dole, the former
transportation secretary and wife
of Senate minority leader Bob
Dole of Kansas, were having
breakfast at Bush’s office.
The vice president was having
lunch today with Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski, D-III., the House
Ways and Means Committee
chairmaid was also meeting

with leaders of disability groups
and boning up for his part in
Wednesday’s meeting with Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev in
New York.
Bush met Monday with 10 university presidents led by Benno
Schmidt Jr., president of Bush’s
alma mater, Yale.
"We recognize that we have a
friend of education in the White
House. We’re excited and grateful
for that," Schmidt told Bush.
The academic leaders, including
presidents from Cornell, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the universities of California,

Michigan. Tennessee, and Texas
at Austin, said they stressed the
federal role in ensuring access to
higher education and the need to
support scientific research on campuses. They also expressed concern about the nation’s shortage of
scientists and engineers.
One post reportedly being considered for Mrs. Dole, a former
Federal Trade commissioner and
White House aide, is ambassador
to the United Nations, but transition sources denied over the
weekend that she had already
landed that position

Police capture fugitive scientist in Arizona
PHOENIX (AP) - Police in suburban Chandler acted on an anonymous telephone call to corral a fugitive scientist who disappeared more
than 18 months ago from a nuclear
research facility in California. officials said.
A Phoenix -based FBI agent declined to comment on the arrest of
nuclear chemist Ronald K. Stump,
49, but Chandler police Lt. John

Summers said Stump was arrested
without incident about 1:40 p.m.
Monday in his motor home.
Stump, who fled to Mexico after
leaving the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in April 1987, apparently had been living in the vehicle, which was parked behind a
service station, Summer said.
Agent Chuck Latting of San Francisco said in a telephone interview

that the agency’s interest in Stump
stemmed less from the man’s "Q"
security rating - the highest category - and nuclear research than
from his having run away from trial
on fraud charges.
Stump, who filed for bankruptcy
in 1980, allegedly worked with a
man whom he owed $10.000 to sell
the Livermore-based lab a $250,000
machine that didn’t work.

Authorities link weapon
to mental-patient murders
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Authorities have tentatively linked the gun
allegedly used by an escaped mental
patient to kill two guards at the Universal Studios tour to the weapon
that killed three people in an Albuquerque. N.M., bagel shop.
Nathan Nick Trupp, 42, the man
accused of both shootings, was in
stable condition Monday with
wounds suffered in a gun battle with
Los Angeles County sheriff’s deputies after the shooting at the Universal lot Thursday night.
"The gun used in the Universal
Studios shooting is believed to be the
same weapon used in the Albuquerque murders," Deputy Kathryn
Nielsen said.
The .38 -caliber revolver was to be
taken to Albuquerque for further
tests, she said.
Trupp was scheduled to be arraigned today on murder charges
stemming from the California shooting, but the court was waiting for a
doctor’s ruling on whether he had recovered
sufficiently
from
his
wounds to attend court, Ms. Nielsen

Northern California among top 10 quake sites
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
community in southern Monterey
County is one of 10 most likely sites
where earthquakes could strike
within the coming decade, said a scientist with the U.S. Geological Survey.
Tops on the list is Parkfield, a
rural community about 120 miles
south of San Francisco, where the
survey had already predicted a quake
with a Richter scale magnitude of 6
or so before the end of 1993.

Stuart P. Nishenko, with the survey’s Menlo Park center, estimated
that the chance for a new quake at
Parkfield within the coming decade
is 93 percent.
He discussed his earthquake probability estimates on Monday while
some 4,000 earth scientists gathered
in San Francisco for the annual
American Geophysical Union conference.
Nishenko assigned probabilities of
50-50 or better to nine other spots.

ranging from Alaska to the South
Sea Islands to Central and South
America. All these spots are within
the Pacific’s "ring fire," where violent earthquakes and volcanic eruptions have occurred for thousands of
years.
He gave an 85 percent chance for
a quake within the coming decade to
the Aleutians at Delaroff island,
where a 7.5 temblor struck in 1957.
In the south Pacific island nation of
Vanuatu, Nishenko assigned an 83

percent chance that a quake will
strike Vankolo island, where a 7.5
temblor hit in 1980.
He saw a 66 percent probability
for an earthquake at Jama, on the Ecuador coast, where a 7.7 temblor hit
in 1942. Other spots with at least a
50-50 chance of significant quakes
include another island in Vanuatu,
two on the islands of New Britain.
one in Central Tonga, one on north.
ern Bougainville and one in southeastern Guatemala.

’The gun used in the Universal Studios
shooting is believed to be the same
weapon used in the Alburquerque
murders.’
- Kathryn Nielson,
Los Angeles Sheriff Deputy

local investigators
conferred with detectives from Albuquerque, where three people were
gunned down one week ago. Authorities began looking for Trupp after
the slayings, which like the Universal killings had no apparent motive.
Tnipp, who had lived off and on
in Albuquerque since August 1987,
walked away from a supervised
boarding house for mental patients in
Trenton, N.J., April 5, 1987, after
being involuntarily committed for
state psychiatric care.
Witnesses said the gunman in the
Albuquerque shootings complained
of bad or poisoned food. Police said
Meanwhile,

Meeting, election, 12:30 p.m.. S.0 Gua dalupe Room.

111111111111111111111

!FALAI.: Meeting with Phil Owens
from Certified Financial Planner, 5

American Association of Airport

p.m.,

Speaker,
Marshall
MacK inen on Reid-Hillview relocation study, 7:30 p.m.. S.U. Umunhum Room. For information call
867-2114.
Career Planning and Placement:
Co-op orientation. 12:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room. For information
call 924-6033.
Meeting. 6:30
Germania Club:
p.m.. 499 Fifth St. (Corner of Fifth
call
information
and William). For
Executives:

279-3258.
Anthropology -Cybernetic Systems
Club: Meeting, 5:30 p.111., Duncan

Hall Room 238.
SJSU College Republicans:

Delta Sigma Pi: Fundraiser, 9 p.m.,

SJSU Cycling Club: Meeting, 5

Chips (In the Doubletree Hotel)
Great America Parkway. For information call 296-3916
Philosophy Department: Speaker
Marcia Cavell, 3 p.m., S.U. ASUN

p.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. For information call 293-0625.

Council Chambers. For information
call 924-4482.

Sit. Costanoan Room.
information call 248-3004.

For

Campus Christian Center: Mass
during the Advent, 5 p.m., Tenth
and San Carlos Streets. For information call 298-0204.
THURSDAY
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.: Social, 8 p.m., S.U. Music Listneing

Crime Watch
Hit and run:Wallace Lee reported his car was struck Nov. 30 in
SJSU Lot #8 by an unidentified vehicle.
Thefts:Lela Llorens reported her
camera stolen Nov. 30 from her office at CCB 3203. Estimated loss is
$52.
David E. Webster reported his
bike stolen from outside the Business Tower Nov. 30. Estimated loss
is $450.
Mary Nanley reported theft of a
video cart containing a TV, video
camera and VCR on Thursday from
the Instructional Resource Center.
Estimated loss is $1,788.
Medeiros reported his
Darin
Honda scooter stolen Thursday from
9th and San Salvador streets. Estimated loss is $900.

Room. For information call 2970845.
Speaker
Department:
Physics
Lewis Smith, 1:30 p.m., Science
Building Room 251. For information
call 924-5261.

Randy William Wong reported
his red Schwinn bicycle stolen Saturday from the bike rack in front of
MacQuarrie Hall.
Michelle Thiebaub reported her
VW Bug broken into Tuesday in the
Seventh Street garage. An equalizer
and speakers were taken. Estimated
loss is $450
Drunk driving arrest: Jose Martinez was arrested Dec. 5 at 7th and
Alma streets for driving under the influence after driving on the wrong
side of the street toward oncoming
traffic.
Weapon possession: Brucke 01lukain was stopped for possession of
a knife longer than 3-1/2 inches. He
was arrested and booked to Santa
Clara County Jail.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934

FRIDAY
Women’s Basketball: Versus Cal
Berkeley, 7:30 p.m., Spartan Gym

For information/tickets call 924FANS.
Asian Business League: Pizza
night, 7 p.m., Round Table Pizza at
White road and Aborn. For information call 289-9310.
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Wednesday, Dec. 7
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noon
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Jorge Castro (Classical Guitar)
Chamber Ensemble (Flute, Oboe, Piano)
San Jose Jazz Singers
Margery Souve (Singer)
13iaze (Band)
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Universal Studios guard Jeren
Reeks, 27, of La Crescenta, died
shortly after the shooting.

RATION
EXAM
\’;::REGR1I0S0W
T
(Writing Skills
Test)

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.

the man who killed the Universal
Studios guards asked to speak to
actor-producer Michael Landon dur
ing a studio tour. The same guards
who were killed refused him use of a
telephone to call Landon, authorities
said.
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Changes in sports bring fewer teams, more women
When discussion centered around
SJSU athletics 20 years ago. sports
such as track and field, football,
water polo and soccer were dominant topics.
Today, two of those four sports.
track and water polo, are no longer
recognized as school sports.
Two decades ago, SJSU fostered
26 teams - 13 varsity and 13 freshman. Today, the university fields 14
varsity and no freshman teams.
Along with the decrease in the
number of sports came other changes
that some consider positive. One of
the most prominent was the increased recognition of women’s athletics.
Of the 14 current teams, seven are
women’s and seven are men’s. The
women today compete in team sports
that were unavailable to them 20
years ago, such as tennis.
Coaches and athletes say conditioning and strength programs have
been developed over the years to improve the physical condition of athletes.
In 1968, SJSU’s reputation in athletics centered mainly on its dominance in track and field. But beneath
this image were serious financial
problems.
"Track and field was our most
costly sport. c cri more expensive
than football.’ .lid Bob Bronzan,

SJSU’s athletic director at that time.
"Our revenues were zilch and this
was when we had world -class athletes."
One reason for track’s financial
woes was poor attendance. Bronzan
said. Attendance averaged only 1.5(X) per event.

’Track and
field was our most
costly sport.’
- Bob Bronzan,
Former athletics director
-There were times when we had
to get as many world -class athletes
as we could to attract people,"
Bronzan said. "Sadly, most people
aren’t interested in seeing athletes
run the 100 meter (dash)."
Travel accommodations also contributed to the financial problems.
Bronzan said it cost "about a couple
thousand dollars" to send the track
team to meets at the University of
California at Los Angeles and the
University of Southern California.
"Track and field, for the most
part, is a money loser and can’t carry
Bronzan
financially."
(itself)

said.’ Some universities, like Michigan and Ohio State, make so much
money on their football team that
they can afford to give some of their
profits to their track programs.
"Once I proposed to the then Pact( (Arizona and Arizona State were
not members until the lwe ’70s. The
conference is now called Pac- 10) to
form a track association with an indoor and outdoor meet schedule. We
would hire our own public relations
man and do our promotions. But, I
couldn’t get them to do it and today
Pac- 10 track is way down in attendance."
Track’s money problems came
full circle during the 1988 spring semester,
when Athletic Director
Randy Hoffman accepted the Athletics Board’s recommendation and cut
the sport from SJSU’s athletic program.
"Track was very expensive and
didn’t have great success the past
eight or nine years," Hoffman said.
"The facilities were in such bad
shape that we couldn’t use them for
conference championship meets. If
we did repair the facilities, it would
cost us $500,000."
Today, all that’s left of SJSU
track is a club assembled this semester.
While SJSU’s track made a strong
showing in ’68. the water polo team

Buildings crowd campus
Extensive construction on campus during the past 20
years has replaced grass plots and parking lots with
sporting facilities and multi -story classrooms.
The field where 10,000 students once stood to hear
Hubert H. Humphrey campaign for president is now the
site of an Olympic -sized pool.
The block between Ninth and 10th streets, north of
San Carlos Street, was originally occupied by houses and
apartments. The state bought the land, tore down the
buildings and built the Business Tower and Complex.
Where the old "Rat Lab- once stood, students now
get cash at on -campus automated teller machines. The
psychology department used the lab to research animal
behavior

’Having a haircutting shop
became a bourgeois symbol
of decadence.’
- Judy Hermann,
Student Union public relations
Back in 1968, the campus had room to expand, in
contrast to today. Buildings were farther apart, and the
campus had numerous vacant lots.
But, at the same time, the student population was
booming and that meant more .1,w,rooms were needed.
The architects and contractors went to work and ’68
saw the opening of Duncan Hall, West Hall (nick named
"waffle towers" because of the grid -like facade). and
the near-completion of the Student Union.
Some of the campus facilities became landmarks for
student activism.
"With Dow Chemical protests, the first major demonstration, the students had to he restrained. We would
hold students back from taking over the tower," said
Thomas Pomeroy. currently public safety officer for the
University Police Department. Pomeroy was a security
guard on campus in 1968
The student gathering spot during ’68 was the closed
portion of Seventh Street, which previously ran through
the campus from San Carlos to San Fernando Street.
"They used to call it ’Red Square,’ " said Judy Hermann, of Student Union public relations.
"It was common for students to burn their draft cards
there," added Adrienne Robison, Student Union operations manager

"Red Square" also featured guest speakers like
Black Panther leaders, and protests against the Dow
Chemical Co., which manufactured napalm during the
Vietnam War.
At least a few hundred students, sometimes thousands, would attend these speeches and protests. Pomeroy said.
Another campus gathering spot was the fountain and
the grass surrounding it.
During the end of the spring semester and beginning
of the fall semester, students would use the fountain as a
place to cool off.
Marijuana was openly smoked by many. said Patrick
Wiley, Student Union assistant director.
Some students would dump soap suds in the fountain, producing large amounts of foam and bubbles,
Wiley said. Many students complained about this activity, labeling the initiators as "hippies." Wiley, however, enjoyed watching the bubbles float across campus.
A group called Students for a Democratic Society organized an over-night event that took place around the
fountain.
The event was a called "At the Fountain," a variation of "On the Beach," Ian anti -war movie from the
Cold War era). Students in sleeping hags and wrapped in
blankets fell asleep to the sounds of guitar and harmonica.
What is now the Old Cafeteria was the Student Union
in 1968. The current five-story Student Union was still
under construction in Fall 1968.
When the weather was wet, students gathered in a
large, open building where the Pub and the Connection
now stand. Faculty members were rarely seen inside.
Wiley said.
The new Student Union was intended to provide a social center for the student and to break down some of the
distance between the students and the faculty, Wiley
said.
The plan that was proposed, and eventually built,
was as controversial as the currently under-construction
Rec Center, Wiley said.
Funded by the students, the plan included a bowling
alley, a haircutting shop and a travel agency. Only the
bowling alley has survived to this day.
The haircutting shop became outdated as long hair
became popular.
"Having a haircutting shop became a bourgeois symbol of decadence." Hermann said.
The travel agency survived for a short time, but
eventually pulled out, Wiley said
By Jim Hart

went a step further by winning the
national title.
Today. the school has no official
water polo team, but an independent
club that plays its games at a new
outdoor pool.
Wrestling, a sport that brought
several conference titles to SJSU in
the ’70s, got the ax along with track
during the spring semester of ’88
(two other sports, women’s field
hockey and cross country, also were
dropped by the Athletics Board).
"I don’t feel good that any of
those sports were let go." Hoffman
said. "Bin! felt that I had no choice.
"Wrestling was dropped two
years ago, then public outcry gave it
one more chance. When it did come
back, it proved that there wasn’t
enough support by the fans," Hoffman said.
One sport that has fallen on hard
times recently, but for different reasons, is soccer.
In 1968, Coach Julius Menendez’s squad reached the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Final
Four, but in the 20 years since, SJSU
soccer has been weakened by
stronger competition and a major
rule change by the NCAA.
"About eight years ago, the
NCAA ruled that any foreign exchange student over the age of 20
who played for a university team,

then plays on an other organized
team in the off-season loses a year of
eligibility," Menendez said.
Although the rule was mostly
geared toward Canadian students
playing U.S. college hockey, the
rule had dramatic effects in soccer.
"Before the rule, college soccer
power teams like USF (University of
San Francisco) had players in their
late 20s." Menendez said. "Today,
the foreign players are much
younger.
Football is one sport that has suffered no major cutbacks. In fact,
football has benefited greatly in the
past 20 years.
Spartan Stadium held only 18,000
seats in ’68. Over the years, an
upper deck was installed along with
an expanded press section to bring
capacity up to 35.000.

weight-lifting coach, which the Athletics Board could afford after cutting the four sports during the spring
semester of ’88.
Spartan fans who moan about the
football team’s disappointing ’88
season should be comforted to know
that ’68 was a lot worse.
In 1968, the Spartans posted a 3-7
record and were shut out four times.
Just as humiliating as the shutouts
was an opening-game loss against
rival Stanford University.
Yet, the season’s most significant
game was the final contest at home
against Brigham Young University.
Seven black players, Willie Riley,
Clarence Kelley, Dwight Tucker,
Conral Pharr, Mike Flemons, Tony
Jackson and Frank Slaton, the
team’s leading rusher, decided to
boycott the game because BYU was
a Mormon college. The players were
angered by the fact that blacks were
not allowed to be elders of the
church.
The BYU boycott was one of
many racially tense moments for
SJSU athletics in ’68. Spartan track
stars Tommie Smith and John Carlos
were banned from the Mexico City
- Randy Hoffman,
Summer Olympic games after their
Athletics director "black glove" protest on the victory
stands.
Football has enjoyed improved facilities, along with a full-time
By Richard Motroni

’I don’t feel good
that any of those
sports were let go.’

Alternative curriculum of New College
brought comprehensive study of ’Man’
In fall of 1968, the New
Students would make a philoCollege of SJSU was a sophical survey of the aspects of
school within a school, an "man" concerned with the environment, problems, society and
alternative to the old col- future.
lege ways; it was an outThe first semester featured
come of the late 1960s radi- "The Nature of Man" and the second semester covered "Man and
cal movement.
The New College was a Nature."
The upper-division section of
four-year
undergraduate the school was a
contemporary
program in liberal arts that study of social problems and instibrought forth a different tutions.
Jules Loventhal, a graduate of
way of teaching and learning for instructors and stu- the program, thought the New College was a great contribution to the
dents.
educational system and that some
The program was conceptua- day the
New College would relized in 1966 and functioned as place
the old college.
one of the schools in the SJSU
One of the professors of the
community.
New College, Jack Douglas, said
It was supported by SJSU Presithe New College took on issues
dent Robert D. Clark and Aca- that other
departments wouldn’t go
demic Vice President Hobert W. near.
Bums, who both took part in the
It started classes for women and
planning.
minorities. New and returning
It took two years for the pro- women students
considered the
gram to be to become reality. Only New College a program
for them
freshmen and juniors were ad- and became a part of it.
mitted into the program the first
After some time, other departsemester.
ments picked up on the program’s
The New College was a radical ideas, said Douglas,
who is curdeparture from conventional aca- rently department head
of Special
demic methods. The subject of Collections and a
librarian in
study was "Man." teaching stu- Wahlquist Library.
dents to read, write and think the
"The New College ended (in
study of man.
1980) because the campus became
The program was a mend and more conservative
through the
contrast of the perspectives of so- years," he said.
cial and behavioral sciences, the
Requirements for acceptance
humanities, and fine arts. Technol- into the New College
were the
ogy and the natural sciences were same as those for the
regular colrepresented as well.
lege.
The curriculum was divided into
However, lower-division studifferent divisions, with the first dents in the program
were required
four semesters being general stud- to carry a minimum
of 15.5 units.
ies.

Juniors and seniors had to carry at
least 15 units.
The New College also included
graduate classes.
Randy Anderson, a 1974 graduate of the New College, transferred into the program as a junior
from the humanities department.
"i learned a lot about interrelationships. It benefited me as a
person," Anderson said.
Classes were sometimes held in
private homes and sometimes in
classrooms. Students didn’t have
to register in advance. Anderson
said those who wanted to take a
class could just show up the first
day of class.
Since the days of the New College. SJSU enrollment has increased to more than 30,000 people, compared to 23,000 in 1968.
The Santa Clara Valley has
changed from a rich agricultural
area into a world of high technological research and development,
and SJSU has begun to meet the
business and industry needs of the
area.
In the past 20 years, SJSU has
added three new schools: Science,
Social Sciences and Social Work.
The ROTC has been dismissed as a
school, but is still a part of the university.
According to Clyde Lawrence,
professor of advertising, students
haven’t changed as much as the
technology.
"In 1968, there was an emphasis on growing social responsibilities (among the students). Now
people are quite interested in career goals, but social responsibility
is still there," Lawrence said.
By Paige Bieber
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Offensive ineptitude dooms Elway

Bouncing around

Mark Studyvyn Daily staff

photographer

!Irian Augustana, a sophomore majoring in advertising, takes ad I silage of some good weather for a few sets of tennis.

STANFORD, Calif. (AP)
He
was praised for his recruiting. but
the team’s inability to score when it
got close to the goal line was Stanford University Coach Jack Elway’s
downfall.
Saying it was time for "new direction." Elway, whose Cardinal
had lost four out of the last five seasons, was fired Tuesday afternoon.
1 he not -so-surprising announcement by Stanford Director of Athletics Andy Geiger came just two
weeks after the Cardinal wrapped up
a 3-6-2 season.
"This extremely difficult decision
.:ame after a very careful evaluation
and review of every aspect of our
football program," said Geiger in a
prepared statement.
Speculation that Elway was on the
way out was rampant in the final
weeks, but the actual move caught
many
including players unprepared.
Starting halfback Charlie Young
said he was not aware that Elway
would be fired until the announcement was made.
The why of the decision was
hardly unexpected.
The Cardinal had a chance of winning every game this season except
the one against Notre Dame. It
missed opportunities to beat two
bowl -bound
teams USC
and
Washington State
when it failed
to score after getting a first down at
the 3-yead line in both those games.
Elway, who came from San Jose
State in 1984 after Paul Wiggin was
fired following a 1-10 season, has
been praised for his recruiting effort
at Stanford, particularly the past
three seasons. Every starting skill
position player on offense returns
next season, and five of them are
sophomores or freshmen.

Filth closes Lasorda’s restaurant
SOUTH
PASADENA, Calif.
(An _ Los Angeles County health
officials shut down baseball manager
Tommy Lasorda’s restaurant after
the Dodgers’ World Series championship celebration in October for
what one inspector called "one of
the worst rat infestations I’ve ever
seen."
Ahilio Lopez, a county health inspector, found 43 health code violations just nine days after Lasorda
took his team to his resaurant.
Tommy Lasorda’s Ribs and Pasta,
the Los Angeles Herald Examiner
reported today.
Lasorda was in the Dominizan Republic scouting players and could
not be reached for comment.
Dirty kitchen equipment gross
contamination of food preparation
surfaces and an "active rat infestation" were among the violations
noted, according to comity Department of Health Services records.
The restaurant, which was closed
on Oct. 26. reopened fve days later
after the health department determined the violations xxere satisfactorily addressed and Krnission to reopen was granted.

Johnson
NBA player
of the week
Magic
NEW YORE (AP)
Johnson, with a scoring average of
29.5, was named NBA Player of the
Week for the period ending Dec. 4.
Johnson led the Laker% to a 4-0 record and aveaged 10 rebounds a
game during Ile week.
Chuck Daly
NEW YORK (AP)
of the Detroi. Pistons, with an 11-3
record that ilicluded seven road victories, was named NBA Coach of
the Month fir November, the league
said.
HOCKEY
Center
MONTREAL (AP)
Bernie Nicholls of the Los Angeles
Kings, wit) scored 13 points in three
games while setting three team records, was named the NHL Player of
the Week for the period ending Dec.
4.
Nicholls started slowly with an assist in a 9-3 victory over New Jersey
on Nov 29. He then became the
10th player in NHL history to score
at least eight points in a game when
he seined two goals and added six
assists in a 9-3 victory over Toronto
on Dec. I.
College Football
Quarterback Major Harris, who
led West Virginia to a No. 3 national
ranking and a shot at college football’s national championship, was
named to the Associated Press All East team for 1988 today along with
six of his Mountaineer teammates.
Harris. a sophomore, is one of six
underclassmen on the 24 -man team.
The others are Curvin Richards,
Pitt’s freshman running back, and
four juniors - - wide receiver Reggie
Rembert and linebacker Chris Haering of West Virginia and defensive
tackle Rob Burnett and linebacker
Terry Wooden of Syracuse.

"I’ve seen worse, but this ranks
right up there. I was shocked,"
Lopez said.
The restaurant, just a few minutes
from Dodger Stadium, was a focal
point of celebration for the Dodgers
and baseball fans following the underdog team’s scrappy World Series
victory against the Oakland Athletics.
Lasorda, who had vowed there
would be "dancing in the streets"
over the Dodgers’ victory, made
good on his promise himself by
shaking a leg outside his restaurant.
On Fan Appreciation Day, the last
game of the season at Dodger Stadium, one of the prizes was dinner at
Lasorda’s restaurant.
Jim Picola, vice president of the
South Pasadena restaurant and a second Lasorda’s restaurant in in Ma-

rina del Rey, denied there was a rat
infestation.
"It’s not true," Picola said. "I’ll
tell you right now there was some
bureaucracy in there."
Picola said restaurant management neglected to fix some holes in
the walls and the health department
"got mad and lowered the hammer
on us."
However, Lopez said that he held
onto the complaint in deference to
Lasorda and the Dodgers until the
championship series was wrapped up
and the team congratulated by the
mayor and the White House.
"I had a feeling if I had to shut
them down all heck would break
loose," Lopez said. "Then I went in
with my black light and sure enough,
there was (rat) urine on some of the
plates."

But Elway repeatedly was cnticized during the season for Stanford’s inability to score points after
the team got close to the goal line.
While at Stanford. Elway compiled a 25-29-2 record. The Cardinal
finished this season a disappointing
1-5-2 in the Pacific 10 Conference.
Elway also was head coach at San
Jose State for five years and at California State University -Northridge
for three years. His combined career
record is 80-58-4.
Stanford said a search for Elway’s
successor would begin immediately.
The San Francisco Chronicle reported in early editions for Tuesday
that Bob Stull, coach at Texas-El
Paso, is considred a prime candidate
for the job. Stull already is the leading contender for the coaching position at Missouri.
Stull has made no comment about
wanting to come to Stanford if the
job became vacant, as had been the
rumor for more than a month. But
his wife is from Sausalito and he was
an assistant at Washington for 12
seasons.
Cardinal players expressed sympathy for their former coach.
"I just feel had for the coach. It’s
a sad moment for him," said defensive back Kevin Scott.
Elway did not show up at his Stanford office Monday, said a woman

who answered his phone. He could
not he reached for comment.
Elway’s son. John, starting quarterback for the Denver Broncos, told
KMGH-TV in Denver he hadn’t had
a chance yet to speak with his father
and didn’t want to make any comment until he had done that
During his tenure, Elway could
only lead Stanford to one winning
record, in 1986 when his team went
8-4 and lost to Clemoson in the
Gator Bowl.
Elway’s firing came only about a
month after Geiger said it was not
worth speculating about replacing
him as coach.
Geiger made the comment in connection with the Cardinal’s 24-21
loss to Washington State and a subsequent statement by a television
analyst that called Elway a "coach
in trouble."
Elway’s dismissal, Geiger said, is
"not worth speculating about. I am
not considering it. It would be stupid."
But on Monday, Geiger said in the
statement: "I believe it is in the best

Jack Elway
. . 25-29-2 at Stallard
interest of Stanford football to take a
new direction."
Elway’s best record at SJSU was
in 1981 when the Spartans went 9-3
and gained a California Bowl berth.
The Spartans lost to Miami (Ohio)
28-27. Elway’s overall record at
SJSU was 35-20-1.
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BOOK BUY BACK

TEMPORARY

WORK

Earn some extra Christmas Money
during your Christmas break.
10 caterers positions available now in
Santa Clara at the Santa Clara
Convention Center.
Must be well groomed, and dependable.
$6.00/hour. Work three consecutive
weekends - Friday & Saturday.

UP TO 60% FOR
BOOKS BEING USED
NEXT SEMESTER!!!!
SPARTAN SHOPS VAN
DECEMBER 12 - 16
MON - FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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TAC TEMPS
STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
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MON - THURS 8 am.- 7 p.m
FRI 8 am. - 5 p.m
SAT 10 a.m. -4 p.m

437-0260
( never a fee)
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NFL players balk at management’s Spartans can’t contain Creighton
inside game and lose, 84-77
unconditional free agency offer
s, xsliINGTON
l’i
I he
\ I I Management Coon,ii
est proposal on free agency is
meeting with skeptkism hs U111011
ho ailed
chief Gene Upshaw
the plan "an outright loe
The league’s ow nets said that
468 players will become unconditional free agents on Feb 1 under
a plan management says it will
impose on that date it there is no
other contract agreement.
The union. however. claims
only 84 players would become
unrestricted free agents under the
proposal that w as initially presented Nov. 17.
In an effort to break an impasse
that has lasted well over a year,
the Management Council two
weeks ago offered two different
plans tto the union. Management
said it would incorporate Plan B
on Feb. I if the two sides could
not reach a mutual agreement by
then.
Under that proposal. each NFL
team can protect 30 players a
certain amount at each position
with the greatest amount of playing time; two quarterbacks. a
punier, a kicker and a special
teams player, all players with less
than three years experience. and
three ’ w Id card" players not included in those categories.
Unlike the current collective
bargaining agreement, a player
would not ha ye to he at the end of

his contract to he exposed.
The difference in the interpreLinton tot the proposal stems front
a passage in the new plan that
states all players under contract
for the 1989 and 1990 seasons, a.%
of Nov. I of this year. also can he
protected.
The union. following those
guidelines, figured only 84 fringe
players would become true free
agents on Feb. 1. Applying the
rules to the present rosters.
NFLPA researchers determined
five teams would have no unprotected players and two clubs
would have but one.
However, Management Council spokesman John Jones said
Wednesday that his office earlier
this week distributed a memo to
the owners that stated those players under contract for 1989 and
1990 who did not fit into the other
categories could he classified
only as wild card players.
Under the plan. Jones said, the
top 10 teams in the leakue can
protect a maximum of 40 players,
the middle nine teams can protect
no more than 42 and the bottom
nine clubs can protect only 44.
No more than that, under any
condition. Jones said.
That plan would protect 1,174
of the 1.642 players the management council said were under
contract including those on in lured reserve or other non-playing

I ists.
Using that finnula, Jones said
468 players would become unrestricted free agents on Feb. I.
Upshaw was in San Francisco
on Wednesday. discussing an unrelated arbitration issue with
Management Council chief negotiator Jack Donlan. He said Donlan mentioned nothing about a
new interpretation of the plan.

Phillies trade
Gross for
Expos’ Youmans
ATLANTA (AP) The Philadelphia Phillies Tuesday traded
All -Star pitcher Kevin Gross to
the Montreal Expos for pitchers
Floyd Youmans and Jeff Parrett.
Gross was 12-14 with a 3,69
earned -run average in 33 starts
last season.
In 1987. he was suspended for
10 games for hiding sandpaper in
his glove.
Youmans, who underwent substance abuse rehabilitation last
season, was 3-6 with a 3.21 ERA
in 13 starts.
Youmans’ best season for the
Expos was 1986 when he was 1312 with 202 strikeouts in 219 innings.
Parrett, a reliever, was 12-4
with six saves and a 2.65 ERA.

OMAHA, Neb. I AP) Creighton Forward Bob Harstad scored 23
points and grabbed a dozen rebounds
to lead the Blue Jays to an 84-77 win
over San Jose State in college basketball Monday night.
SJSU finished the three game road
trip 1-2 and return play Stanford on
Saturday night at Maples Pavillion.Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m.
SJSU fell behind early to Creighton as the Blue Jays jumped out to a
25-16 lead. The Spartans, which led
breifly twice in the opening minute
of the game, came back to tie the
score at 29-29, with three minutes,
seventeen seconds left in the half on

a three point basket by guard Anthony Perry. who finished with 13
points.
Harstad’s layup 21/2 minutes into
the contest gave Creighton a 6-5 lead
which it never relinquished. The
Bluejays, 2-2. had a 38-33 halftime
advantage and lead by as many as 15
in the second half.
Steve Haney, who led the Spartans with 20 points. helped SJSU
close to with in 66-58 with 6:04 to
play. But Creighton forward Chad
Gallagher, who added 17 points for
the Blue Jays. took over inside and
scored the next eight points on two
three point shots and two free

SPARTAN

SJSU finished the
road trip 1-2.
throws.
The Blue Jays hit 61 tercent of
their shots from the field vhile San
Jose. 2-2. scored on about 46 percent of its shots.
For Creighton, James Fief added
14 points.
Tony Farmer had 17 and iodney
Scott accounted for 15 for tin Spartans.
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Baseball salaries on the rise again
NEW YORK I API -- A year after
the first drop in baseball salaries in at
least
years, salaries increased
during 1988 by 6.4 percent.
The average salary in 1988 was
$438,729, according to figures compiled by the Major League Baseball
Players Association.
In 1987, the average salary was
$412,454, a decrease of $66 from
the previous season, according to the
union. The percentage increase this
season was the smallest since the
union began keeping track in 1967.
aside from last year’s drop.
The New York Yankees were the
highest -paid team, earning a record
average of $718,670, a 32.7 percent
increase from 1987. The previous record was $657.657 by the 1986 Atlanta Braves, who were ranked 19th
in 1988 at $384.641.

Detroit was second at $612,326,
followed by. the Boston Red Sox at
$610,172 and the New York Mets at
$605,895.
The World Series champion
Dodgers were fifth at $573.441, a
41.7 percent increase from last season. Los Angeles was 15th in 1987
at $404,745. The American League
champion Oakland Athletics were
13th in 1988 at $424,581.
Pittsburgh, last in 1987 at $160,980, rose to $307,088, 21st among
the 26 teams, a 90.8 -percent increase. The Chicago White Sox were
last in 1988 at $226,392. Texas was
next-to-last at $241:189, al* behind
Seattle at $242.880.
In a study of salaries by position,
the union found designated hitters
earned the most money. $927,276

on average.
Next were first basemen at $785,599. outfielders at $722,898, third
basemen at $709,165 and catchers at
$687,166
Second basemen earned $593,578, followed by starting pitchers at
$554,722, shortstops at $552.170
and relief pitchers at $359,435.
Included in the position averages
were players who appeared in 100 or
more games at a position, designated
hitters who appeared in 80 or more
games, pitchers who made 19 or
more starts and relievers who made
10 or fewer starts and 25 or more relief appearances.

Caryl Anderson

Cindy Andresson

According to a management
study, the average salary was $430,688 and the Yankees were the highest -paid team at $708,487.

Bird grounded, but remains one of the guys
TERRI: HAI I I
Ind. tAP)
Lan-y Bird. a rare ight in southern
Indiana this time of year, was
dressed a little better and driving a
better car, hut people still recognized
hint "as one of the guys "
So says Max Gibson, a Terre
Haute businessman and a partner
with Bird in the Boston Connection
hotel where Bird had been recuperating from loot surgery.
Bird. however, is no longer the
typical Hoosier.
The Boston Connection is a 109 room shrine where everything from
matchbook covers to soap wrappers
carries pictures of the NBA superstar.
Hotel patrons can eat in The Boston Garden restaurant, surrounded
by Bird’s trophies, magazine covers
and family photographs of hint
growing up in French Lick. 65 miles
south. Diners can shoot a few hoops
from the actual center jump section
of Sprin:z% Valley High School.
where 1)1, I
areer heg.e,

’He’s just a typical
southern Indiana
guy. Success
hasn’t gone to his
head.’

comes here to relax
Friends and business associates
had hoped to keep him in Terre
Haute for his birthday. He turns 32
Wednesday. But Bird, who underwent surgery in Boston for bone
spurs last month, flew back there
Tuesday and was scheduled to have
the casts on his feet changed
Wednesday

"He’s just a typical southern Indiana guy. Success hasn’t gone to
his head," said Gibson, who hired
Bird to do maintenance work in the
summers while Bird was in college.
"He’s dressing a little bettter,
driving a better car. But he still just
likes being with his friends. People
in Terre Haute tend to think of him
as one of the guys."

Celia Carrasco

Leslie Galia

,

Max Gibson,
Business partner
Place mats contain outlines of his
hands, urging people to "compare
your hands to Larry’s ... the best in
the NBA
Nearby, guests can order drinks
and watch Celtics games on one of
three televisions in the Bird’s Nest
lounge, which contains more mem
orahi I ia
For the Christmas season, a color
portrait of Bird in a Santa Claus suit
has been set up in the lobby.
(kcasionally during the past
week, the 6-foot -9 Bird wandered
into the hotel dining room to chat
with guests and sign autographs.
But mostly he kept to himself, re
lasing in his private suite, playing
golf and renewing old acquaintances.
"He’s got privacy here." said
Glen Ankney, a business partner and
the hotel’s general manager. "He

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter’s dull, your mind will stay razor shar).
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

VIVARIN
for fastpicicup -safe as coffee
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Spartan swimmers strive for improvement Awesome Bill nearly
meets deadly fate

rag
SJSU swimmer Juheann Klein goes through
By Laura M. I,ukas
Daily stall writer
After a one-win season, the
Spartan swim team can only hope
to improve.
"We’ll be a considerably better team than last year," Coach
Jack Mutimer said. ’’Once we get
into the meets, we’ll get the ladies attention back."
The Spartans began preseason
practice meets against University
of the Pacific and Fresno State
University. The team lost to both
schools, though an official score
wasn’t kept.
"Once we get through vacation, finals and all that nonsense," Mutimer said, "we’ll be
fine."
The swimmers are currently
training twice a day at the pool,
working on long distance for
strength. Mutimer has added a
weight program three times a
week for conditioning.
"It’s a tough program, but for
all the discipline and time it
takes," Mutimer said, "swimming is only the second toughest
sport. Rowing is always first and
third is basketball. -

alton --

y sta p tograp or

her freestyle workout yesterday at the Spartan Complex pool

Despite the grueling workouts.
Mutimer said the ladies are swimming better now than they were at
the same time last year. And they
are keeping up their grades,
something the coach is particularly proud of.
"We have a very good GPA,"
he said. "We were the third highest last year."
Retuming for the Spartans is
senior Kelly Bryant, who swam
the 100-meter freestyle under 60
seconds for the first time last season. Bryant also holds top team
marks with a second best time in
backstroke
200-meter
the
(2:35.4), and the third best in the
200 freestyle (2:10.4) and 100
backstroke (1:10.1).
"She’s a real nut," Mutimer
said. "But she’ll do better this
season. She’s training a lot
harder."
Also returning to the team are
senior Chris Hoszpodar and junior Catie Brennan.
Hoszpodar leads the team in
the 50 freestyle with a time of
26.49 and the 200 freestyle with a
time 1:59.8.

Brennan, who is in the team’s
"top five" in freestyle, butterfly
and mixed races, will be competing in the Intermediate events.
Intermediate events require a
swimmer to use all four basic
butterfly,
freestyle,
strokes
in
backstroke and breastmke
one race.
"Catie wants to swim a lot better this year," the coach said.
"She gets a lot tougher about
workouts when competition begins."
Mutimer is hopeful that Brennan and Hoszpodar can place in
the Big West Championships and
that newcomer Juliann Klein will
make it to NCAA.
"Klein has a good freestyle,"
Mutimer said. "She has an outside chance for NCAA."
In January. the team will gain
two new swimmers.
Megan Yancey from Palomar
Junior College in San Marcos and
freshman Marcia Brown.
The coach was a bit reluctant to
give a prediction of where the the
Spartans will finish in the Big
West Conference.

"Until you really get a couple
of meets under their belts, you
can’t tell how it will go," Mu timer said. "The league, as a
whole, is a lot better."
Mutimer said that increased interest from high school students
has paid off for the Big West.
"I’ve got a whole slug of students interested in joining the
team next season," the coach
said. "UOP and Fresno say the
same thing."
The swim team meets the Santa
Clara swim club this Saturday for
"just some races," according to
Mutimer. "We look at it as more
of a quality workout instead of a
meet."
The team’s season starts in January with a meet against UC-Berkeley, currently ranked third in
the nation.
"Cal will jump all over us,"
Mutimer said. "It’s good for
them to look at things like that
and not be self-defeating.
"Swimming is an individual
effort anyway," he said. "The
ladies swim against themselves
and against the clock."

ATLANTA, (AP) So there was
race car driver Bill Elliott, old Awesome Bill from Dawsonville, owner
of the best nickname in sports, cruising along in an F-16 jet fighter, on a
little joyride a few thousand feet
above Georgia.
Elliott, one of NASCAR’s marquee names and winner of the
Winston Cup this season, had made
a recruiting film for the U.S. Air
Force. The payback was a ride in an
F-16, fulfilling a dream for Awesome Bill, an amateur pilot who has
logged some 2,500-3.000 hours in
the air.
"I enjoy flying," Elliott said.
"An F-I6 ride? Hey, that’s a heck of
a deal. We got up and they let me fly
a bit."
Accompanying Elliott and pilot
Wayne Conroy was an F-I 5. "We
were doing some combat maneuvers," the racer remembered.
"Then I glanced up and there was a
plane in my face."
They hit. the F- 15 nailing the F 16’s wing, and the next thing Elliott
knew, he was in a crippled aircraft.
Very crippled.
"It was so fast, I didn’t know
what had happened. I looked out the
window and part of the wing was
gone. We were losing fuel out of
what was left of the wing. A regular
plane crashes when that happens.
My immediate reaction was that we
were going down and that this was
not happening to me."
Now. Elliott has been in a crash or
two in his time. That is an occupational hazard for people in his line of
work. But he had never experienced
anything like this. "A crash on a
track is like slow motion," he said.
"You hit the wall and that’s it. You
face that every day.
"This thing, you didn’t know
what would happen."
The next time Elliott looked out
the window, he saw the pilot of the
F-15 parachuting toward earth. The
abandoned plane would crash in a
field. Just about that time, pilot Conroy passed his passenger a note. It
was the only method of communication available because the collision
had knocked out their normal voice
link.
"He wrote, ’I’m going to try to
slow down into a landing configura-

’It was so fast, I
didn’t know what
had happened. I
looked out the
window and part of
the wing was gone’
Bill Elliott,
NASCAR cardriver

lion. If I lose control. eject.’
"And." Elliott said, "he underlined ’eject.’ "
As often as Elliott has flown, he
has never jumped out of an airplane.
And he was not anxious to start right
then. "I was thinking about the
movie, ’Top Gun.’ and splattering
against the canopy, ’ he said. "I was
a passenger. and I was thinking.
’This thing can’t really be flying .
"We were maybe 30 or 45 minutes away from the base. The pilot
was from Utah. I figured he didn’t
know the area. I looked down and I
didn’t recognize anything. I thought.
’What can I do to help him?’ "
The answer was not much. Just sit
tight. Soon. Conroy flashed a
thumbs up sign to Elliott and the F16 glided into a smooth landing at
Dobbins Air Force Base outside Atlanta.
"I don’t think I was scared at the
time," Elliott said. "But later, when
you consider what might have happened. well, I didn’t sleep for two
days. thinking about that plane at 2
o’clock
Alter that, Talladega. Daytona
and the rest of the raceways were
like a day at the beach. Elliott went
from the F-16 adventure to win his
first Winston Cup, capturing six
races and finishing in the top five 15
times. He held off Rusty Wallace’s
late charge Wallace won four of
the last five races to take the title
by a slender 24 points and gels his
$629,364 payoff at NASCAR’s
award banquet tonight

$25 OFF

FREE

Complete Window
Tin tina

Filter with Oil Change
Auto Care Mall
Ask About

Free Towing
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24 Hour Towing Service
20% Discount to All Students

629-4049

A&C Towing

CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from 519.95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus
10% discount for S J.S U.
Students, faculty, & Staff
on weekly & monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jop CA. 95111

(408)281-4666

Almaden Tire 8c Wheel
Front Disc
Brake Special

$79.95

Most cars including turning
rotors,dIsc pods. Semi metallic slightly higher

24 95
Most Cars

’’WE RENT FOR LESS’
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Used Cars
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(408)629-4049
Ask for

Rich

629-6681
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San Jose, CA 95112
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Truck
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$70
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Family Owned: Ask for Rick at the New Auto Care
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Call (408) 298-3457
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Service
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TANI. 200
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intallation. Nationwide warranty
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%I 0 0
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Bob
7
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Group aids black students

Kendra uck

Daly staff photographer

.1damasa Osagiede, an artist visiting from Nigeria. shows his work

New program

By I.orraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
An African arts show was held
last week to announce the founding
of the African -American Alumni Association.
Ellen C -Rollins, a senior majoring
in psychology, coordinated the event
in hope of bringing together the resources of both black alumni and
students at SJSU.
The proceeds from the art show,
along with private money, will be
used to target and help black students who need financial aid.
"The problem is that there is no
money when we act separately," CRollins said.
"We need help from our alumni.
and their support to filter back to us,
It’s difficult enough for students because we work or have kids.
"This university is a job-oriented
university, and when we leave, we
need to filter back our successes to
the undergraduates," she said._
Special guest Adamosa Osagiede.
a visiting artist from Nigeria, Africa,
displayed his pen and ink and watercolor collections. His works are sold
for $10 to $125. This is the first time
he has been in the United States.
Osagiede said he has been an artist

’We need to target and help students. We
can’t reach everyone, but reaching some
is better than none.’
Ellen C-Rollins,
SJSU student

since childhood.
"The purpose of my an is not for
profit, but just the pleasure of doing
the job," he said.
In addition to being a painter.
Osagiede is also a professional musician. He plays the guitar and sings.
The influence of his African origins
can be heard in the background of
his music.
Trina Perry, an SJSU graduate
and a nurse, also displayed her work
at the show.
In her spare time, she makes jewelry with different African beads,
bones or ivory.
"This blue bead is called the
chevron bead." Perry said. "It is a
tradition that you give this bead only
out of love."
The chevron heads are hand -

painted by people in Guatamala, she
said.
Rob Lowe. a visionary montage
artist, is also an alumnus and currently teaches martial arts at SJSU.
Near his paintings is the message
his art seeks to deliver: "Life, Love,
Power. Hope and Rebirth: a no death
message.
"It is a reminder to those who
seem to have forgotten the ’upstairs
room, the place of all -light.’ "
Lowe said.
His an has also been exhibited in
Portland. Mt. Shasta and Oakland.
C -Rollins said she hopes to raise
enough money to award scholarships
to black students next year.
"We need to target and help students," she said. "We can’t reach
everyone, but reaching some is better than none."

Tutors earn units, help students
By Lorraine 1organ
Daily staff writer
SJSU students can ret.-ei%e pleasure and credit by tutoring children
from troubled backgrounds.
A recently established project
called the "Tutor Exchange.’
headed by the Santa Clara County
Department of Education, is designed to promote one-on-one
relationships between tutors and
children with behavior problems.
The project is sponsored by the
Alternative Schools department, formerly the Juvenile Court Schools.
They are currently seeking students
front local colleges to participate.
The sponsors hope the program
will create a more successful learning experience than a normal classroom setting can offer.
The ages of the students range
from 13 to 15 years. Tutors volunteer from three to four hours a week.
Greg Hilbum, a senior majoring in
social science, was the first tutor to

he hired this year.
"I originally did this because I
needed many hours for education,"
Hilbum said. "But after awhile, it
grows on you, and now I look forward to tutoring every week."
Hilburn is assigned to four students from group homes in San Jose.
He helps them with algebra, reading
and math.
He said the goals of each student
are different. It takes him approximately an hour and a half to prepare
for a lesson, and he only spends
from a half an hour to 45 minutes
with each student.
"It’s frustrating at times because
some of the students don’t want to
do their homework," Hilbum said.
"At first they were resistant to me,
and it’s taken a whole year to build a
relationship. Now, it’s good. and
I’m learning a lot about how to deal
with students."
Herb Quon, a graduate student
majoring in education and once a

tutor, is now the coordinator who
finds new recruits for the program.
In addition, he is establishing a volunteer center that will link students
to different ,:ommunity agencies.
"This is a really new program at
SJSU." said Quon. "Other schools.
like Santa Clara University, have
been much more strongly involved.
"I first got involved because it
was obviously convenient for the
head organization and myself since I
was already on campus. I’ve been
tutoring for five years now, and I
thought it would be more challenging to recruit tutors."’
Quon said that before the tutors
are placed, the county makes sure
that it is in a stable environment. A
counselor is stationed at each cottage
for 24 hours. If the environment
changes, the tutor is pulled out.
"When I used to tutor, I was only
able to help one individual," Quon
said. "Now. I can multiply my energy by recruiting several."

Reactions mixed as new mineral water unveiled
SAN FRAN( ISCO I API Reactions were mixed at the unveiling of
a mineral water flavored with
truffles, the subterranean fungi
tamed as the orld’s most expensive
food ingredient.
’Very few connoisseurs know
shat truffles really taste like,’’ commented restaurateur Fritz Castel as
the Mendocino Beverage Co. uneiled a limited marketing of mineral
water flavored with the highly aromatic essence of France’s $500-a pound perigord truffles.
The main fame of the fungi,

which are available only a few
months of the year, comes from the
way they are harvested: By trained
pigs and dogs who sniff out the delicacy where they grow at the base of
certain trees in France and Italy. and
lately in the Northern California and
Oregon forests.
The 10-ounce bottle is priced at $4
and is to be sold, for now, only in
the ultra -gourmet department of Neiman Marcus store on Union Square.
A three -liter bottle of the water was
auctioned off for $9511 in summer at
the Sonoma Vallev k ine Auction.

Without the truffle juice, a 10ounce bottle of the water costs 50
cents.
"That’s terrible," a wine writer
remarked to a food writer, who
thought "Hmmm, it’s very fresh and
unusual. I don’t know if it will sell."
When a New York Times writer
reviewed the drink, the headline on
the column said, "Earthiness That
Should Have Stayed In The Earth."
"It has a certain earthiness," said
one participant in a curtain-raising
tasting.

* * * * * * * *

S

Kathleen Howe Daily
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Greg Hilbum tutors a high school student. He will begin on his credential in September
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Student mothers at MU
Balancing motherhood,
studies and work possible

I1

Monica Kendall sighed as she
calmly told her 2 -year-old girl to put
the books back for the fifth time.
But little Tanesha. with a trace of
rebelliousness mingling in her dark
brown eyes, was determined to get
her mother’s attention.
Whether by hanging on the piano
or continually throwing the b(x)ks
around, mom was going to know her
little girl was an individual.
The books remained scattered
over the floor.
Tanesha’s stubbornness marked
another chapter in Kendall’s book of
life.
Her book tells the story of a single
woman who is working, going to
school, and raising a child.
This feat seems difficult to many.
hut Kendall and many other mothers
are proving that it can be accomplished. However, the situation has
its own special set of problems and
rewards.
Kendall. a junior majoring in nutrition and food science management. holds two part-time jobs. But,
somehow, in her busy schedule, she
manages to squeeze in time for her
daughter and herself.
"I guess it’s hard, but I don’t
know if I’d do any better without
her." the 23 -year-old student said.
"It’s been tough, but the father of
Tanesha has a large family, and they
help out."
Kendall never got married. Tanesha’s father, who Kendall has known
since high school, occasionally
-ends his daughter cards from
prison.
"She really enjoys receiving his
cards." Kendall said. "I know he
really loves her, but he’s just irresponsible."
Tanesha stays at SJSU’s child care
center while Kendall works and goes
to school. Her typical day begins
with fixing breakfast for Tanesha,
and then they both take a bus to
school.
She tries to study during her
breaks at school and swims to relieve
tension. At about 4:30. when she

leaves work, she’ll pick up Tanesha
from the center.
When they’re at home, she’ll cook
and spend time with Tanesha. Tanesha sometimes helps her mom cook
or they both draw together. A couple
of days out of the week they both attend bible study or choir rehersal.
"Disciplining her is frustrating,"
Kendall said. "I normally count to
five, and if she doesn’t listen to me,
I’ll grab her to prevent her from
doing what she wants. Sometimes I
slack off, and let her do it. She
knows that, so sometimes she’ll
keep it up."
Even with Kendall’s tough sched-

haven’t had any problems attending
classes. I feel fine for being pregnant, and probably haven’t been
healthier in years now that I am eating and sleeping right. I even recommend it. It’s better for you."
But Neumeister, who once delivered a baby when she was a paramedic, expressed that she is afraid of
the unknown.
"My experience with babies is
like zero, she said. "I never
planned to have kids and haven’t
been around many babies. I’m very
career oriented, and at one time
planned to go to medical school.
Then I just didn’t feel it would be

’Education is very important to me.
Ideally, I’d like to be rich and famous and
stay home with the baby. But that’s not a
reality, especially in this area.’
Sue

Neumeister,
SJSU student

ule, she said it’s all worth it.
"Just watching them take their
first step, doing things successfully
and mainly watching them grow is
the most rewarding aspect of having
children," she said.
According to some of SJSU’s
health center officials, there is a
growing number of mothers attending school. Many of them are single.
Whether married or single, rearing a
child while attending school can still
prove to be a heavy responsibility.
Sue Neumeister, a senior majoring in systems physiology, is just beginning to find out what it’s like to
be a parent and go to school. Five
and a half months pregnant, Neumeister said she is determined to stay
in school, before and after she has
the baby.
"I’m now starting to feel pregnant," the 25 -year-old student said.
"Sometimes, I get lazy. but I

fair to have children and a career."
Even though she never planned to
have children, she claimed that once
you meet the right person, you can
change your mind.
She changed her mind when she
met her husband and spent time with
his family and his seven -year-old
daughter from a previous marriage.
Because she hasn’t had any complications with her pregnancy, she
said her life is similar to what it was
before she was pregnant. She will
continue to attend her classes and
after the baby is born, she’ll take a
few weeks off and return to school.
"I expect it to be difficult after I
have the child," she said. "But I’m
the type of person who handles everything. When I have goals. I will
just have to find some way to do it.
My number one concern is child
care."
With SJSU having the highest

ndrew

child care need within the California
State University system, Neumeister
will just be another parent added to
the list. Child care is a chief concern
among all mothers, whether they’re
attending school or working.
Since Neumeister’s husband owns
a business, which she claims is financially unreliable at times, she
will have to find a part-time job
while attending school.
"Education is very important to
me," Neumeister said. "Ideally. I’d
like to be rich and famous and stay
home with the baby. But that’s not a
reality, especially in this area."

Despite the problems with child
care and medical insurance, Neumeister still remains optimistic. She
even plans on having more children,
and at one time, she and her husband
discussed having seven more.
She feels that it’s possible to go to
school and have children. She said
that all women with children should
still strive for a career.
"People are very understanding
when you’re pregnant." she said.
"While in my lab. I get in my
strange moods, and I just tell them
I’m having a pregnant mood.
They’re sure to leave me alone then.

uonio

"I’m really looking forward to
when it is finally born." she added.
"The last month it’s been moving a
lot. I know it’s there, and I can’t
wait until I can just hold it. All I
want is to raise a happy, normal and
healthy family together with my husband."
The chapter in the Neumeister
book of life is just beginning. She,
along with Kendall, shows that with
determination, sometimes the most
complicated of feats can be accomplished.
By Lorraine Morgan
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Student aids disabled
kids at nearby school
Rob Franco leaned over the boy
with tousled brown hair to help him
create a paper snowman for the holidays.
He guided Jose’s hands in smearing glue for the snowman’s hat and
broom as the boy showed his
slightly crooked teeth in a wide
grin.
Pedro, with short hair standing
up in a cowlick and his blue shirt
untucked, made soft noises to get
Franco’s attention but it didn’t
work. So he stuck his finger in the
glue and wiped it on Billy. who had
been playing quietly at the table
with a basket of toy spacemen.
The three boys laughed as Franco
took Pedro’s face in his stocky
hands and said, No." Franco
feigned exasperation as the boys
kept giggling, and even he had to
smile.
As a teacher’s aide at a school for
disabled children. Franco is kept
busy with the usual antics of 9through 12 -year-olds. But he has
the added challenge of working
with each child’s disability to prepare them for a full life in the community.
Franco is one of several students
from SJSU’s special education program working at schools for the disabled. The student assistant program pairs students with severely
handicapped children aged IS
months to 22 years.
Franco works with about 12 chil
dren at the Toyon School in San
Jose. Their disabilities include
Down’s syndrome, low mental capacity. %-isual impairment and cerebral palsy. The children share the
school with other non -disabled children who become their role models
"It was really something coming
back to an elementary school

getting used to recess and bells
ringing and lunch pails." Franco
said as he carefully watched the
children play during their morning
break.
Franco was accustomed to working at special schools and camps

where the children were all disabled. He has been a counselor at
Camp Carmen in the Santa Cruz
mountains for about four years,
where he met his current girlfriend,
also a counselor.
Franco’s stocky build and spiked
haircut make him look as if he’d be

more comfortable with his fellow
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity members than with a group of inquisitive. active children. But when
Sina, one of his students with cerebral palsy, hugged Franco during
recess and didn’t want to let go. it
was easy to see how much the children like and respect him.
"You’re squeezing the guts out
of me," Franco cautioned her with
a chuckle as he hugged her back.
Earlier that morning, Franco supervised Jose and Billy as they carried change from the school’s soda
machine back to the classroom. Besides stocking the machine, the
children vacuum the office lounge,
wash dishes and wipe off tables.
The activities teach them to adapt
the basic skills they learn to a natural environment.
The children spend just as much
time with Franco in the community,
sometimes working at a shoe store
or shopping for groceries.
"We want them to become an integral part of the community, to
give as well as receive," said Michelle Thomas, a teacher and Franco’s
supervisor. "Having Rob here to
help is wonderful."
Jose seems to be showing his agreement when he grins so often at
Franco, even breaking into laughter
at times.
"He’s pretty well liked by the
other kids because he makes them
laugh," Franco said. "It’s like he’s
telling them a joke but there’s no
joke he just laughs."
Ray Ortiz, another teacher, also
appreciates Franco’s work with the
children.
"We’re getting a real competent,
qualified person," Ortiz said.
"He’s made an obvious commitment to get into the field."

Rob teaches In ii it his students to u rite their names. He tries to find not things to occupy them
Rob talks to a student who was upset during recess. The two then played together on the swings

Rob holds the hand of One of students while encouraging him to go on the swing set

Rob helps .Jose trace his name so he can write it for himself

Text by Leah Pels
Photos by Brian Baer
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Statue of Liberty may have
high-priced West Coast rival

Keep swimming?

A $45
LOS ANGELES (API
million monument intended to rival
the Statue of Liberty includes a
"Musical Forest" and aquariums
but not a giant video screen facing
freeway drivers or a huge transparent
bird that lays an egg.
And the architects selected by the
West Coast Gateway Committee
were from New York.
The winning design was unveiled
Monday by the committee, which
hopes corporate donations will be
sought to build the project over a
downtown freeway.
"This is the project that’s going to
lead Los Angeles, at least in architecture and vision, to be a true
world -class city." said committee
chairman Nick Patsaouras.
Mayor Tom Bradley launched the
design contest in February for a
monument to welcome newcomers
to U.S. shores, as the Statue of Liberty in New York Harbor has done

tor more than 100 years.
The committee chose five finalists
from the 150 designs submitted. The
finalists were from Massachusetts,
the Soviet Union. Austria and California, in addition to New York.
The winners, architects Hani
Rashid and Lise Ann Couture, titled
their design "Asymptote," the name
as their design studio. Rashid called
it "clouds of steel."

and the "Musical Forest," as well as
theaters, art galleries and an immigration museum.
"We didn’t want to pigeonhole
Los Angeles in a conventional sense.
0 is a very creative design that will
stand the test of time. That was one
of our objectives, that 100 years
from now our descendants will say,
’Our forefathers had vision." said
Patsaouras.

Patsaouras said the design is "a
The other finalists’ designs were a
combination of structures that are
simple, geometric figures squares. giant video screen facing freeway
drivers; towering fountains of water;
cones, rectangles connected with
a design described by its creator as a
a fantastic engineering excellence."
He said it will be made of steel. "vessel for social gathering": and a
aluminum and bronze with "cables giant transparent bird that lays an
egg on the street.
like the Golden Gate Bridge."

The mayor was attending a NaThe design calls for two giant
aquariums with marine life from the tional League of Cities meeting in
Pacific and Atlantic oceans and 10 to Boston on Monday and had not been
12 buildings housing the "Galaxy of told of the selection, a spokesman
Foods," "Park of Peace and Unity" said.

EVERGREEN VALLEY

COLLEGE
Intersession
January 2 - 20

Spring Semester
begins January 23
Earn extra credits at an extraordinary price
. . . $5 per unit.
Register today.
Call: (408) 270-6441
or visit the Admissions & Records Office
tShow SPA ID for express registration I
Bob

Exercise instructor Lois Powell encourages 71 year-old Mary Fisher during a session in the

Beach

Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, California 95135
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women’s pool given by the city of San Jose’s department on aging.
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NEW YORK (API
The Ilyushin-62M aircraft that arrived here
resembles the one used by Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
Actually, it was the Kremlin’s first
ever press plane, dubbed by its occupants, "Glasnost One."
The Aeroflot charter touched
down Monday at John F. Kennedy
International Airport, 24 hours
ahead of the Soviet leader’s scheduled arrival. It will accompany Gorbachev throughout his trip this week
to New York, Havana and London.
The caviar was black. Russian and
better than the fare usually found at
30,000 feet, but the inaugural flight
of Glasnost One, named after Gorbachev’s policy of openness, had little
else to recommend it.
The trip began at 6:30 a.m. Moscow time with dozens of journalists
shivering in the zero -degree darkness outside the Soviet Foreign Ministry press center as they waited for
the first of two special buses to take
them to the airport.
It ended 20 hours later, at 6:30
p.m. EST, with 70 disgruntled re-
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Kremlin’s first media aircraft
follows Gorbachev’s journey
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SJSI. junior Brian Riggs buys sonic ceramic art
that is being sold b) art student, Glenda Lubiner

Soviet Union closer together," he
mused.
Trump’s publicists had said Gorbachev was planning to visit Trump
Tower and meet the man who built
it. Trump was to guide the Soviet
through the Fifth Avenue building’s
glittering lobby, which is sheathed in
vivid pink Italian marble and features a SI million waterfall.
But when the Gorbacheys’ itinerary was released Monday. Koch
and Trump were not on it, although
they will meet Gorbachev at official
functions along with dozens of other
people.
Even as Andrei Grachev, a member of the Ideology Department of
the Communist Party Central Committee, was telling reporters that the
Gorbachevs’ stops would not be divulged "a
Christmas surprise,"
he said -- the New York Police De_

But with only one event, a new,
conference, scheduled for Monday,
the gang from Glasnost One missed
it. Representatives of the official Soviet press got there in plenty of time,
however, by taking the Pan Am nonstop two days before.
But the flight entailed a three-hour
rest and refueling stop at Gander.
Newfoundland, and upon arrival at
JFK, the plane taxied to a remote revetment, where the passengers
huddled beneath the belly of the craft
to claim each piece of luggage and
camera gear before loading their
buses for the trip into Manhattan.
With no schedule and none of
their "ministry minders" disclosing
any plans, no one realized until the
buses crossed the East River and
turned north instead of south that
they weren’t headed for the United
Nations.
As the buses pulled up not far
from the Soviet Mission to the
United Nations, a tall thin Soviet escort who never gave his name said
he was going around the corner to
get further instructions.

Superpower officials give mixed views

Dave Erickson Daily staff photographer
and Brian Schauer. Most of the money made will
be used to refurbish areas of the Art Department.

Soviet leader sightseeing in N.Y.
N.1 -.W YORK (AP) They were
offered personal tours of Trump
Tower and the city’s seamy underside, but the Gorbachevs apparently
prefer the sights most tourists crave:
the World Trade Center, the Metropolitan Museum, Central Park.
Although a Soviet official said
Monday that Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev and his wife.
Raisa, want to take "as many bites
as possible from the Big Apple,"
they apparently have declined the
fruit offered by Mayor Edward Koch
and developer Donald Trump.
The mayor had said he wanted to
show Gorbachev the city "warts
and all, because our warts are beauty
marks in the Soviet Union" and
take him to one of his favorite
Chinese restaurants.
"Maybe I could bring the People’s Republic (of China) and the

porters, photographers and camera
crews milling about outside the
United Nations, abandoned by their
Soviet escorts with no passes to enter
the U.N. building, where Gorbachev
is to address the General Assembly
on Wednesday.
As might be expected on a first
flight, Glasnost One had none of the
practiced perfection that has given
the press corps that travels aboard
the White House press plane the reputation of a pampered pack. There
was no pocket-size printed schedule
with every move clocked to the minute, no "spin doctors" available to
offer precious background. no
speech transcripts and, most important, no accreditation, which the
White House always arranges for
those traveling with it.
Organized at the request of Moscow’s foreign press corps, which
quickly discerned it could not keep
up with Gorbachev by flying comsince there is
mercial particularly
no direct service between the United
States and Cuba the flight offered
the singular advantage of speed.

partment was spilling the borscht.
Following Gorbachev’s luncheon
meeting Wednesday with President
Reagan and Vice President Bush. he
and Mrs. Gorbachev will ascend to
the observation deck atop one of the
World Trade Center towers.
Their 45 -car motorcade then
passes the New York Stock Exchange, through Wall Street and toward Times Square all in
the
heart of rush hour, on avenues
closed for the convenience of the
visitors and the torment of drivers.
On Thursday, Gorbachev attends
a Soviet trade show at the Jacob Jay its Convention Center, then heads
across town for an afternoon walk in
Central Park and a look at the Metropolitan’s European paintings gallery.
Police also said Mrs. Gorbachev
might visit a department store, but
they claimed not to know which one.

WASHINGTON (AP)
U.S. mission to the United Nations.
and Soviet officials are offering difGorbachev, due to arrive later
ferent previews of this week’s meet- today from Moscow, is expected to
ing between the superpowers’ lead- make wide-ranging proposals to the
ers, with the Americans trying to General Assembly and possibly in
dampen expectations raised by the his meeting with Reagan and Bush.
Soviet promise of a "Christmas gift
A top Soviet Communist Party ofto the American people and man- ficial, Nikolai Shishlin, said Sunday
kind."
that Gorbachev would have "a
"And we have a new president Christmas gift to the American peowho will be taking office in a few ple and to mankind" on his visit to
weeks, who is not going to be mak- New York.
ing commitments when he doesn’t
The Reagan administration, howhave an administration in power that ever, continued to play down the
can fully analyze and make these event.
judgments," he said.
Fitzwater said that while GorbaFitzwater commented as both chev could spring a surprise, it
sides prepared for the meeting of would not be "embarrassing" if the
President Reagan and President-elect meeting concluded without a breakGeorge Bush with Soviet leader through or an agreement.
Mikhail Gorbachev on Wednesday
Fitzwater also suggested that U.S.
in New York City.
officials would not let Gorbachev
The session will be held before put them under pressure to respond
Gorbachev addresses the U.N. Gen- immediately to some new initiative.
eral Assembly. Secretary of State
"We are being very realistic,"
George P. Shultz and Soviet Foreign Fitzwater said. "We find nothing
Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze embarrassing or in any way negative
will conduct a parallel meeting about characterizing this meeting as
Wednesday morning at the U.S. a friendly discussion, an open airing

of issues between us and a healthy
approach towards continuity."
He said that simply by meeting,
the U.S. and Soviet officials illustrate "the strength of the new
relationship" between Washington
and Moscow.
Bush, meanwhile, insisted that he
would participate in the luncheon
only as vice president. But, he
added: "I expect they’ll be aware
they’re talking to the next president."
Echoing that line, Senate Minority
leader Bob Dole, R -Kan., said Reagan is "going to be in charge until
the 20th of January. George Bush
understands that, Gorbachev understands that. But (Gorbachev) also
knows that’s not very faraway."
Under
diplomatic
protocol,
though. Bush will be at the meeting
as Reagan’s understudy, not as president-elect. Colin Powell, the White
House national security adviser, said
that given Bush’s position, "it
would not be appropriate, then, for
the vice president to have a separate
agenda."

Purchase your Mac now
from Spartan Bookstore
and save up to $799.00!
Macintosh’ m Plus
$1,145 or
$52/mo.

Apple on Campus
Representatives from Apple Computer, Inc. will be on campus and be available to talk to you
about your computing needs, demonstrate Apple products and to answer any questions you
might have. Here is a schedule of coming events.

Macintosh.
The perfect gift request this
holiday season!

December 7, Wednesday
11 am- I pm Spartan Bookstore Computer Dept.
I:30-3pm Mon talvo Room

Wm1=4474

The Macintosh and Desktop Publishing
December 13, Tuesday
11 am- I pm Spartan Bookstore Computer Dept.

Win $100 Credit
towards Spartan Bookstore
Macintosh Training Classes
To enter this drawing, drop off this coupon between December 5, 1988 and December 10, 1988 in the
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department. Drawing will be held 8 a.m. December 12, 1988. You need
not be present to win.

Name:
Address:
City:
Phone: (
Staff

State:

Faculty

Zip:

Full-time Student

Do you oven a Macinioalt? Yes/No (drcle one)

Other

Are you planntna to purchase

Fsnpioyse and family of Appl Computer, Inc and Spartan

Mcintosh

Shops, Inc. Not Fligble

Yes/No

L
;miff reN

You
will
Save

Apple Credit
Monthly
Payments

$1,770.00
$2,279.00

$322.78
$204.51

$79.00
$102.00

$3,194.85

$2,395.00

$799.85

$107.00

$3,396.91
$4,793.81

$3,075.00
$4,395.00

$321.91
$398.81

$138.00
$196.00

1989

Hold -the-line

Product

Regular
Price’

Cash Discount
Price

Mac SE/2dr."
Mac SE/20mg."

$2,092.78
$2,483.51

Mac 11/1dr.1"
LaserWriter IINT
LaserWriter IINTX

’Prices will be raised to the (989 Regular Price once all items in stock and on order with Apple Computer, Inc. have been sold.
"Keyboard for Macintosh SE sold separately. "Keyboard, Video Card, Video Card Expansion Kit and Monitor for Macintosh It
sold separately. Apple Credit minimum monthly payment is $20. No down payment required for Apple Credit Purchases. Prices w for SJSU
foully, staff and lull-time students only. Cash discount price good for payment in cash, check or Apple Credit Card. Payments made by Check,
VISA or MasterCard must be in the name ot the qualifted SJSU buyer, parent or spouse. Checks made payable to Spartan Bookstore. No two party
checks accepted. A limit ol one system unit per customer. Macintosh a a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department (108) 921-1809
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Colleges picked to host centers
LOS ANGELES (AP) -Three
California
universities
were
among II chosen nationwide to
host new science and technology
centers.
The University of California,
Berkeley; the University of California, Santa Barbara; and the
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena will receive a
total of $6975 million for funding the centers during their first
year.
The centers will be designed to
promote basic research on large
scale complex problems and
those of a long duration that require special facilities or collaborative relationships.
One very important benefit
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that we hope to see from the centers is a much shorter time span
between actual discovery and utilization," said Erich Bltx:h, a director of the National Science
Foundation, which announced the
grants Monday. "The fast transfer of knowledge is critical to our
nation’s ability to compete in the
world market."
The three California centers
were chosen from among 323
proposals nationwide. Researchers will seek the 90 percent of the
matter in the universe that is not
visible to astronomers, work on
developing the next generation of
components for sophisticated
electronic devices, and search for
new ways to determine the struc-
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of proteins and genes.
Researchers at the $3.05 million Center for the Development
of an Integrated Protein and Nucleic Acid Biotechnology at Cal tech will develop technology for
the Human Genome Initiative, a
massive U.S. project to identify
each of the 3 billion chemicals in
human genes.
Other universities hosting the
centers are the University of Illinois. Michigan State University.
Northwestern University in Chicago, the University of Oklahoma, the University of Rochester in New York, Rutgers
University in New Jersey, and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University.
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U.S. population threatens plants
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WASHINGTON (API - Nearly
700 plant species in the United
States face extinction by the year
2000. and those in rapidly developing parts of the nation are at particular risk, a conservation group
says.
The private Center for Plant Conservation said 73 percent of the
plants facing extinction are in south-

erly, subtropical regions with intense
economic or population growth Hawaii, California, Texas, Florida
and Puerto Rico.
"The causes of extinction are by
now quite familiar to us - destruction of habitat, population growth,
urban, suburban and industrial
sprawl, irresponsible resource extraction, overuse of public land,"

Donald Falk, the center’s executive
director, said Monday. "A consequence of that is this tremendously
accelerated rate of extinction that
we’re seeing in these priority regions."
Falk said some of the endangered
plants are relatives of important timber products, food groups, or plants
used in horticulture and landscaping.
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CAREER INTO HIGH
GEARI Replete, your resume now
with the professional career program CaN (406) 243-4070 tor details.
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DENTAIJOPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Ssne your tart. eyes
and rom.y too For informetion
and brochure see A S office or
call (406)371-6811

FOR SALE

1551

RESTAURANT

EXPERIENCED

PAINTER WANTED,
FULL & part tens portion. INGEBRETSEN VICTORIAN PAINTING Call 377-1797.

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS!!!! Got paid to defeat corporate Jobb’. and light -wing poi Hr. 2-10PM, PE Call CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA for more
inform.. 9 an interview, 2666113_
APPOINTMENT SETTING, pert erne.
hours,

Flexible

possible

of .onornic, buten.... scientific.
and politkal condition, In home

SJSU. Reduced rent or compensation, call 996-0686 evenings.

628-2829, extension 856.
IDEAL HOURS. GUARANTEED $6 hr.
Make up to $11 hr plus BORUSES. Sell benefit show tickets
by phone ’Torn our San Jose office. Mon -Fri. 5:30-9:00 PM. Sat 9I PM. Call Duncan 01 964-0402

appointment Cell (4091976-2715
We are hiring for all positions
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on graveyd shift
and weekend shift (26-40 hr work
week) Require. 1.3 yre meth or
eNc assembly 19 01 erre ad in
the .lences or computer prop
US citizen We offer
Must be
Cell
rein.
edu.tion
100%
410493-1900, x445, VARIAN
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
55 to 26 hr PT FT portions
Northern California Rennie., 175
Son Antonio Rd. Las Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 0462931 (415) 9492933
Posit/one
SECURITY,.
now available. major Bey Area venues, pert time, ftexIble hours

CONCERT

mkroweve 5900 rem..
.11275-6463 Were message
SJSU CAMPUS. one bedrm
apartment avellable Newly renovated, new paint, drapes, carpet.
large

enclosed
backyard.
$505 mo Call 297-2960
REWARD $25. Couple w dog needs 1
or h.s$ duplex es yard by Jar
let Rent to 2800, call Torn-2871214

MONEY FOR STUDENTS We match
students with available tInancial
aid regardless of Qrs.. or family
income Let our unique computerized finding service provide you
with
custom 11s1 of sources
After you 1111 out

(home)

Jenny

266-1214.

)work.)
ROOM

FOR RENT In new house.
Excint loc In a quiet, clean
nghbrhd in the EVERGREEN
HILLS Approx 10 min trrn SJSU.
Avell IMMEDIATELY to quiet &
resp Professor College rodent

data form. our

$395

deo racier util Call 4320200.eart 37(days)274-5642 eves
FOR RENT $330rno Nonamolcor House located 3 bike
from Valley Fair Call 2464097

ROOM

ROOMMATE WNTD to rent ergo Master
bdrm w bthrrn Plush setting-Cypress Pr. Apt.
Wshr dryer.
5320 rno Ken 260-1645

Student Aid Service., 108 E. Fro

ROOM 4 RENT in 2 bdrm duplex In Mt
V..
. Male pH.. must be cleen &
quiet. $275.rno
.
$200 dee

mon! An.. 0176, Sunnyvale. Ca
94067, (406)146-0109

2

PRESCHOOL TEACHER AIDE!. 1108BIT DAY CARE, 571 N 310 St PT
flexible hour., Mon-Fre 6 Urals of
ECE required. pays 56hr to play
Call Meg it 286-0683
RETAIL

SALES-LADIES APPAREL
Strong
Perm FT PT Hex hot
sales retail

background
pre/
AISY-PAVIL
Apply In prirreon
LION, 150 S lot. Si 0233, S.J
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full end pert time positions. mil shirts No experience
needed We train Apply Mon-Fri
AM-5P111, 260 Meriden An... San
Jo.
NEED
OFFICERS
SECURITY
CASH?.. Cave Security is hiring
for full snd pert We posIttons All
shifts available 7 days. wIr 24

Call STAFF NETWORK (41513611P966

Clare, or call 948-CAVE

AVAIL. JAN. 1)415)969-2135.
MALE ’FEMALE

ROOMMATES
Berry.. Piedmont Rd
area
Clean.
r.ponsIble.
53506. 1 3 utilities
deport
Washer, dryer, microwave. flreMatt

plea Nice area! Call Terri at 7293937 Neve message .1 251-9343

LOST AND FOUND
REWARD FOR RETURN of lost sil.r
ID.BRACELET, Siegel in.r1pHon Sentimental rake, 294-8215

PERSONALS
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
I 30 & 8.00 PM. Campus Christian
Center. 101h & San Carlos For
more Into about other activities
call Fr.. Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan St 296-0204

ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC -Unwanted
haft rem.. permanently. Contr.
d.tlal by appointment only, 247.
7486. 135 S Baywood Av.. San

Jose
EXAM FILES Inn Prof... throughout the USA Esem problems w
the prcA.sors own detailed solu-

COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
staff
needed et local reeldential facilities tor young Writs a adoles-

SECURITY’RECEPTION, 28-97 hr No
experience neceesery, full & part
time We are looking for outgoing,

cents with .ftsen & reefed disabilities Full tine & pert time
poeitlons resemble Starling 56-

social people to work el high tech
companies in Silicon Valley All

tions Available for if Engineering
count.. EFT, C.I.A... Cenral
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shifts svall We offer ’works, dental Ins, weekly pay. non-traitor.,
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& more 20 different boo. available el Spartan Mrs (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore
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SHIP

JOBS!!

Immediate

openings! Seasonal & carer opportunitle. Excalient pay World
Travel! CAN )refundare) 1619496-1536, e01. P404
DON’T MISS thla OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE tie Associated Stu
dents of SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY Your student governeccering
currently
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Part
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LARGE 2 BDRM 2 lull bath Apt 1.5
frrn campus 615.1 10, 4 people Underground perking, lull

MANAGEMENT AAA CO SALES $60,000
18yr old. water ...Imre
co seeks eggrealve repungrs.
for opening 01 1.141W oh (415)731-

ceive. thus ensuring the beet poo
* Ibis list Our .rvice Is low-cosi
and guaranteed! Call or writ.

full service
restaorsot specialeing in Chicago stye deep rash Moo Call
M -F, 10-7PM to set up an iraerviow

ROOMMATE WANTED’ 2
Wm, 21,03, big rooms. Need to
share 1 bcran, 1 bik Inn SJSU
$200 ma Call 2794850.

SEASONAL & year
round positions available now

conditions, good communketton
?ellis most. Call 290-0454
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FEMALE

LIFEGUARDS

computer selects only those
sources you are queened to re-
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sume to BCS international, 700 St
eery’s Place. Solt. 1400. San An.
tont, Texas 76205 or cell (800)

union

pay.
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irranedistepermanera

placement Apply between 9arr5pen Mon-Fri at VANGUARD, 3212
Scott Blvd. Santa Clare (between
San Tomas & Moe)
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Appty et NAME C LLLLL DVSs.
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OPPORTUNITY!

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening et 10 00 PM et
Campus Christen Center, 10th &
Son Carlo. For mon information
about Wesel... call Rev
Firnheber .1 291.0204.
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with your school schedule. will
interested,

INFORMATION
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STUDENT
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406-976-2002
THE SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN BOARD
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BARE FT ALL! Stop shaving. waxing,
tweezing or using chemical 0.9411.
lodes Let me permanently re
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PART-TIME
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CAMPAIGN
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SOTELEMARKETING
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Gus Torres

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS.
Tailoring for men. casual end formal wear. pant hemming 55 10%
discount to students and Isctrey Willow Glen area Call Mari.
at 448-5494
EDITING

PROOFREADING
RESEARCH quality work. Reasonsble fees. Call Dee 01 292.7029
Profeesional HAIR
only permanent

ELECTROLYSIS.
removal,

the

method

Ask about the special
discount for FALL Compiles.any consolation by appointment
Call 298-0931ft
Join WSFCU - Your student Credft
Union -benefits Include TultionBooks-Computer Loans Cocn.Free
poetise Savings Rote.

Classified

Ittrau
Check Writing Cashing
lecturer Hanover GSL’S Veluare Member Irreg. Call
947-7273 or drop by our M. at
015 Sod Urn Salvador
DISC JOCKEY by
Desire. Michel. formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party, we’ve got
the music, Michel Productions

SCANDINAVIA (Norwayllweden.Denrnark) JUNE 27 -July 16. 1969. (20

fastAgenclablia, grammar-experienced. Col.

AIR. Sac. 180 for 3
days) $2190
credits Call 924-5325 for Into

lege grads, so call us with pew%
reports. theses (esp. Science),

PROFESSIONAL

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off ANYWHERE, any fare Call
Andy, TWA Campus Rep 297-

provides a wide variety of music
Ion your v.ddeng party or dance

/1809

TYPING

at reasonable rates Cell Desiree
or Phil al 270-9960 or 922-7359
PROFESSIONAL

RESUMES

Avellable wen days weekly
Quick turnaround Al) and. guar-

liair Today Gone To

projects welcome Student rates
7 mln frm .mpos nr 5505 McKee
(8ERRYESSA area) To @more
on
completion
your
paper’s
schedule reserve your time early
PJ-923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING end
transcepten

Esperlenced there
Heir 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By spill Chrystal et 923-8461

ante.. llenks.

T-SHIRTS for fratemillec sororities,
clubs burro.. Custom screen
printing on shirts. sweet., nd

AAA

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

AS-

SURED Professional Word Processing
Th.ls.
paw.,
resumes
Desktop
Publishing

lockets Quality work at reasonable rat.
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug et (408) 262-7377,
Monday through Fed. 3-9PM

capabilities Serving Evergreen.
E nd South San Jose Minutes
Iron SJSU Call Maureen (408)
227-9419, gem to aprn

SERVICES

Academic thesis
assistance
Ohootweiting All subtracts Oual-

AAHI When ovewhelmed by report. to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to rne Graduate end

Resumes RearallIng Catalog Berkeley (415) 541died writers
5036

undergrad

Rerun.,

term paws, thew. reports of all lend.
STUDENT rites for undsrgrads
Available day, eves, weekend. by
@pot Call Anna .1 972-4992.
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Salinas: California State University campus awaits funding
Front page

Larry Strong Daily

four and a halt years of continued effort, we don’t want to see this
We want him to support
die. .
higher education, too."
Ironically, support for higher education could also hurt the satellite’s
chances, Drake said. The new California State University campus
planned for San Marcos in north San
Diego County in 1992 also requires
funding.
"San Diego is a competitor to
us." he said.
Politicians, including State Senator Henry J. Mello, D-Santa Cruz
and Assemblyman Rusty Areias, DLos Banos, have lobbied for the
campus extension, Drake said. But it
also needs bipartisan support.
"What we need is more known.
recognized Republicans bending the
Governors arm." he said.
Kurt Evans, assistant to Areias,
said he hopes Deukmejian will give
a "preliminary indication" about
funding the satellite.
"It has the support of the local
community. the CSU and the CaliEducation
Postsecondary
fornia
Commission." said Evans, who

staff photographer

Karen Foster removes her backpack

Backpack: Thefts increase
From page

Alisa Holmes, bookstore operations
manager.
"We had cameras installed (over
the cubbyholes) a year and a half
ago... she said. "It’s made a big difference in the number of reported
thefts from the bookstore."
Holmes said that the few thefts
which do occur are usually. cases of
mistaken identity.
"One girl came in here in tears
saying someone had taken her backpack." Holmes said.
"She said the pack in the cut+)
next to hers was similar, hut not the
same One. No sooner had she reported it than someone came in %kith
her backpack saying they took it by
mistake.. ’
The buy -hack period is the critical
time for thefts, she said People will
bring their books with them to study
for finals, and leave them laying
around.
"I’ve known them to be taken
front the library benches, even the
cafeteria:. she said. "People will
put their books on a table, go get
something to eat, and when they
come back the books are gone...
The odds of recovering stolen
hooks are not good. Holmes said.
"Between the time the hook is
stolen and the time we’re notified.
it’s too late," she said. "We have
caught people on occasion, but it’s
not very easy to identify a stolen
book
The hest way to increase one’s
chances of recovering a stolen book
is for students to clearly mark it with
a name or identification number.
"For some reason, students just
don’t seem to want to do this.- she
said. "A used hook is a used hook.
so it doesn’t change the value during
buy-back to put your name in it.
"It makes it 100 percent easier to
identify if someone tries to sell a
hook back to us or to Robert’s
Bookstore if your name is in the
hook.- Holmes said.
Holmes also suggested that stu-

Helmet
Frimi page /
wearing a helmet at the time of the
accident his injuries would have
been much less serious.
Still, it appears that students at
SJSU would rather leave the deci
sion of whether to risk one’s life up
to the individual.
Paul Labossiere, a senior major
ing in nutrition food science, claims
that in some cases it may be safer not
to wear a helmet.
Labossiere, who rides a Honda
scooter to SJSU each day, feels that
he is more conscious of the potential
hazards without a helmet.
’’By not wearing (a helmet) you
can hear and see more.- he said
"You are more aware of your sum
roundings. As soon as you put one
on you are less aware."
"How many studies have been
done to show how many accidents
have been prevented by not wearing
a helmet?" Labossiere asked.

AIDS cases
leveling off
AP)
LOS AN(
The
number of AIDS cases among white
gay men has leveled oft in Los An
geles. San Francisco and New York
City, suggesting many homosexual
men have adopted safer sexual pray
tices. it was reported today.
’It is possible that we may be see
mg a plateau in cases in gay men in
these cities,- said Dr. Harold W
Jaffe, chief ot the AIDS emdenuo
logy branch at the federal Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta
Since early last year, there has
been an apparent leveling oft in the
number ot new cases being reported
among white gay men in the three
cities, according to an analysis of
AIDS statistics by the Los Angeles
Times.
’It would make sense that the first
population groups to plateau would
be gay men in those cities which
were hit first by the human immunodeficiency virus 0-11V1,’’ Jaffe said.

dents tag their backpacks for easier
identification, and also to make ii
less likely. for someone else to take

them by mistake.
’But the best way to keep hooks
from being stolen is to not leave
them unattended,’’ she said
"When
shopping
in
the
bookstore, don’t leave a stack of
hooks sitting in the cubbies. I ’se the
coin lockers in front of the bookstore
instead...
Holmes said not all hook thieves
are frequent criminals.
"It’s not a real problem where
people are ripping off hooks to make
money." she said. "But you do
have those w ho will take advantage
of the buy -hack period to get a little
extra casli."

isn’t sure what the Governor will decide. "It’s difficult to say at this
point."
No one from Deukmejian’s office
could be reached for comment Tuesday.
If the satellite receives funding, it
could accommodate students as early
as
spring of 1990, said Donna
Ziel. Ziel, a liberal studies adviser at
SJSU, is also part of the Chamber of
Commerce committee.
Since 1975, SJSU has offered liberal studies and a few other programs through Hartnell Junior College, Castroville High School, Fort
Ord and Cabrillo College. But the
programs are "funded on a bootleg
basis." said Lou Eastman, associate
academic vice president at SJSU.
"We’d like to have a place that is
ours," he said. "It’s not a separate
item in the (SJSU) budget."
SJSU should provide students in
the tri-county area with upper-division and graduate courses, Ziel said.
"The center would make more
programs and degrees available."
Ziel said. "The President (Gail Fullerton) has been very supportive."
The satellite would feature 22 fac-

If the satellite
receives funding, it
could
accommodate
students as early
as spring of 1990.
ulty members, a library, computer
room, cafeteria and a "multi -purpose" room, said Jean McCollister,
executive director of the Salinas
Chamber of Commerce. Two of the
center’s 10 rooms would offer televised two-way communication between students and instructors in San
Jose.
A 1986 survey by Serena Stanford, associate academic vice president at SJSU, found that 40 percent
of junior college students in the three
counties want to take upper-division
and graduate courses. McCollister
said. Twenty-six percent of the general public also wants to further its

Brawl: Fight at store sends student to hospital
From page I
Carrie said.

Only this time Morrison was outnumbered.
"They took advantage of me,"
Morrison said. "Until that point, I
wasn’t hurt
He was pushing and shoving with
one of the men when another allegedly hit him on the left side of the
face. Carrie explained. Morrison
went down and two more punches
were thrown before the four fled.
-Somebody cold cocked me,"

Aft 1 Hui,/ AN 1)1
".55

h. -I

Morrison said.
Carrie knew that Morrison was
hurt after the blow.
"He was out," Carrie said. "Everything happened so fast. He was
delirious after that."
Two of the assailants fled on foot,
while the other two took off in the
car, Carrie said.
At that time, the 7 -Eleven clerk
called the UPD.
When the university police arrived, Morrison was bleeding from
the nose, but refused medical assistance, Maloney said.

N els Co.

"He was more in shock than anything," Carrie said.
A friend drove Morrison to San
Jose Medical Center where he was
required to have surgery hours later,
Carrie said.
Morrison was released early Saturday evening.
"It was utterly ridiculous," Carrie said. "He wasn’t being that sarcastic for that to happen. I think that
they were just looking for a fight."
Jones declined comment
Moss could not be reached.

and

education.
Cicely McCreight, director of development at Hartnell, said the satellite would allow students to take university courses when they otherwise
couldn’t. Hartnell, Gavilan and
Monterey Peninsula College are the
area’s community colleges.
We
-We’re just delighted.
couldn’t be more pleased," McCreight said of the proposed campus. "(The students) will have a
local university right here in town."
Students wanting to attend classes
in San Jose face a rigorous commute
and difficulty scheduling jobs, she
said.
Drake said commuting to San Jose
is "not economically worthwhile"
for tri-county students.
Santa Clara County residents, on
the other hand, "have so many
choices," he said. Students can
choose from Stanford and CSU-Hayward, for example.
Eastman said the center will serve
many older and re-entry students.
"I think it’s a natural because it’s
a sizable population." he said. "In
my experience, they are really hungry to do upper-division and graduate work."
The California Postsecondary Education Commission approved the
satellite proposal in October. The
Chamber of Commerce submitted it
in May 1987.
"When you’re dealing with bureaucracy, things bog down," said
Eastman, who drafted the proposal.
Originally, the Chamber of Commerce had requested a CSU campus
in its area when the drive for higher
education started in 1984.
"They said ’No, you belong in the
San Jose State area,’ " Drake said.
"It (the tri-county area) doesn’t have
the population San Jose has."
However, the CSU unanimously
approved the satellite campus.

In order to ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the resource,
available to Spartan Shops, Inc., the accounts are maintained in accordance with
the principles of "fund accounting." By this procedure, resources for operational
activities are carried on in an "enterprise fund" titled Auxiliary Activity Fund. The
Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve and the funds .which reserve amounts for
contingencies and repairs and replacements are combined and titled Designated
Rind.

siiiu,iusit

To the Board of Directors of
Spartan Shops, Inc.

Prior to fiscal year 1986, the Company maintained a Contingency/Mobile Reserve,
Long Range Capital Asset Plan Reserve and the Vending Reserve, In February 1986,
the Board or Directors approved the combination of these three reserves into the
Emergency/Capital Outlay Reserve. The Company is required to contribute an annual
amount equal to 1.4% of net soles, to the extent that the Company’s net income
is available and the total reserve is less than $800,000 adjusted annually for inflation.
The Company contributed $221,428 and $559,622 to the Emergency/Capital Outlay
and the Building Fund Reserves in 1987 and 1988, respectively. The Board of Directors
may make transfers between funds or distribute fund balances to student activities.

We have examined the statement of financial condition of Spartan Shops, Inc.
(a California not -for-profit corporation) as of June 30, 1988. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the statement of financial condition referred to above
presents fairly the financial position of Spartan Shops, Inc. as of June 30,
1988, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

Receivables
No allowance

The direct write-off method of accounting for uncollectibles is used.
for uncollectibles has been provided.
inventories

Inventories are valued primarily by the retail method which approximates a valuation
at the lower of cost (first -in, first -out) or market.
SPARTAN SHOPS, INC.
August 10, 1988

Depreciation Methods

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

All depreciation is computed by the straight-line method. The estimated lives used
and balances of accumulated depreciation are as follows:
Accumulated Depreciation
1987
1988
Years
Equipment, Furniture & Fixtures:

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
Statement of Financial Condition
June 30, 1988

Bookstore
Student Union Food Service
Residence Hall Dining Commons
Spartan Shops Administration
Venclino’RentaLs
Automotive
Leasehold Improvements

Assets
Current Assets:
81,421,988

Cash

$

435,427
287,467

Returns to publishers

$260,561
103,029
40,757
115,014
76,636
12,758
275,302

$EM 057
Total depreciation expense for the years ended
June 30, 1987 and 1988 was $167,7/7 and $185,921, respectively.

Receivables:
Accounts receivable

5-10
3-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-30

$

300,805
130,407
52,270
144,652
45,868
15,380
330.411

$I 039 793

722,894
Tax-Exempt Status

Inventories

1,591,562

Prepaid expenses

The Company is a non-profit organization and is exempt from federal income taxes
antler the U. S. Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(31,

100,900

Total current assets

3,837,344

2.

Fixed Assets, At Cost:
Equipment, furniture and fixtures
Leasehold improvements

Allocations to the designated fund are made at year end based on a percentage of
sales in order to reach defined goals as determined by the Board of Directors. The
designated fund has an $800,000 cap, adjusted annually for inflation, for the
Emergency,Capital Outlay Reserve and additionally provides a reserve for the
construction of another building for the Company’s facilities.

1,439,392
1,115,876
2,555,268

Less Accomul,tod depreciation

1,515,475

1,039,793

Total assets

3.

$5 352 819

Current Liabilities:
Accounts payable. trade

$

823,892
255 085

Total current liabilities

Roth plans are fully funded as of June 30, 1988. The total Company contributions
to the pension plans were approximately $293,000 and $187,000 in fiscal 1987 and
1988, respectively.

1,078,977

Fund Balances:
Designated

$1,133,143

Auxiliary Activity

3,140,699

Total liabilities and fund balances

Pension Plans
The Company provides pension plans for its salaried and full-time hourly employees.
Salaried employees are covered by a state plan wherein contracting agencies are
part of a pooled plan. This is a defined benefit plan. with contributions based on
a pre -determined percentage of an employee’s base salary. Employees vest
immediately in any voluntary contributions they make to the plan. The hourly
employees are covered by a defined contribution plan if they elect to make voluntary
contributions and be covered under the plan. Employees vest immediately in their
voluntary contributions and over a ten-year period for Company contributions.

Liabilities and Fund Balances

Accrued Liabilities

Designated Fund

4.

Lease Commitment

4,273,842
The Company leases space in the San Jose State University Student Union. The
lease agreement, which expires January 17, 1991, requires the Company to pay $58,000
per year, adjusted annually by the prior year annualized consumer price index.

$5,352,819

m inreerAl part of this statement.

5.

Allocation of 9srplus
In fiscal year 1987, the Company allocated $’275,737 to The California State University
Trustees for the construction of the Student Union Recreation and Events Center.
The funds are due iupon notice from the California State University Chancellor’s
Office. As of June 30, 1988, this amount remains in accounts payable in the
accompanying balance sheet.

SPARTAN SHOPS, INC.
San Jose State University
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
Notes to Financial Statements

During 1988, the Company transferred $317,030 of the unallocated surplus In the
auxiliary fund to the designated fund (Building Fund Reserve) for the proposed satellite

June 30, 1988

building.

Slimmary of Significant Accounting Policies
8.

Accrual Basis
The financial statements of Spartan Shops, Inc. ("the (’ompany") have been prepared
on the accrual basis,
Rawl Accounting

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

Related Parties
The Company is a non-profit organization incorporated to provide various services
(e.g. bookstore, road services, etc.) to Son Jose State University. Accordingly,
related
parties include the university, the 1987-88 Board of Directors (consisting
of faculty,
students, and administrative personnel) and Edward ant, General Manager for the
Company through July IS, 1988, who was also the trustee of the Pension Plans referred
to above.

